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Abstract 
In the last thirty years, numerical models have revealed different physical mechanisms involved in 
the Hall thruster functioning leading to a bridge between analytical prediction / empirical intuition 
and experiments. For this reason, modeling effort is continuously increasing in the domain of Hall 
Thrusters. Two basic approaches exist: one based on fluid/hybrid simulation where the distribution 
of electrons is assumed Maxwellian and the plasma inside the thruster, considered as quasineutral, 
is described with macroscopic quantities (density, velocity and energy); the second approach is 
based on kinetic description for charged particles where no approximation is made for the 
distribution of particles. 
Fluid or hybrid approaches offer the advantage of demanding low run times and computational 
resources. They are very useful to perform parametric studies but actually the anomalous 
phenomena responsible for electron transport across the magnetic field barrier have not been self-
consistently modeled. Kinetic approach is able to better capture phenomena originating on the 
Debye scale length like the lateral sheaths, ExB electron drift instability, important to explain the 
anomalous electron transport, but it requires very long run times. For this latter, the progress in 
computer science offers the advantage to describe conditions more and more close to the thruster 
operation. 
In this review, we will present the two approaches emphasizing on numerical schemes used with 
assumptions and approximations and on main results obtained. Future directions on the Hall 
thruster modeling will finally outlined. 
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1 Introduction 
To move and/or control the motion of satellites around Earth's orbit or spacecrafts for Space trips, a 
propulsion system must be used to achieve the mission by exerting a force called thrust under the 
ejection of matter (action-reaction principle). The success of electric propulsion utilization is based 
on the ability to eject a high-speed propellant and mass economy induced at launch to realize such 
missions. For a large overview and state-of-art of the electric propulsion topic, the reader can refer 
to textbooks of Jahn (2006), Turner (2009), Goebel and Katz (2008), to review articles of Ahedo 
(2011), Garrigues and Coche (2011), Mazouffre (2016), Levchenko et al. (2018), and to recent 
special issues of IEEE Transactions on Plasma Sciences, vol. 43(1) (2015) and Plasma Sources 
Science and Technology, vol. 27 (2018). 
Robert Jahn defining the electric propulsion as the acceleration of gases for propulsion by electrical 
heating and/or electric and magnetic body forces, electrical thrusters have been classified in three 
main categories. 
- Electrothermal thrusters are based on same principles than chemical thrusters where the thrust is
the result of a hot gas expansion through a nozzle used to convert thermal energy to kinetic energy,
expect that gas heating is achieved through the means of an arc (arcjet) or a resistance (electrojet).
- In electromagnetic thrusters, a propellant gas is ionized. The thrust is produced by the acceleration
of charged particles under the Lorentz force that is a combination of applied electric and self-
induced magnetic fields resulting from a high discharge current maintained in the plasma.
- Electrostatic thrusters are also based on the ionization of a propellant gas but the thrust is the
result of the acceleration of positive ions by an imposed direct-current electric field. Injection of
electrons ensured by a neutralizer is necessary to maintain a zero net-current beam. Gridded ion
engines are one of the oldest electrostatic thrusters. It consists of two separate stages, an ionization
chamber where the plasma is generated by means of direct-current with multipole magnetic field
ring-cusp (Kaufman-type source), radio-frequency or microwave fields, and an acceleration stage
with a system of polarized grids to accelerate ions at the desired velocity. The main drawback of
such engine is due to space charge formed upstream of the grid system that acts as a limiting factor
in term of the ion current density extracted and thrust by units of surface (Child-Langmuir law).
New missions for electric propulsion, requiring one unique type of engines to be able to ensure high
thrust level during orbit transfer, cannot be currently achieved with compact gridded ion engines.
A particular concept of electrostatic propulsion is represented by Hall Thruster (HT). It is based on 
the application of a magnetic field barrier perpendicular to the direction of the discharge current. In 
such a way, the electron conductivity locally drops leading to the penetration of the direct-current 
electric field within the plasma (Boeuf 2017). The axial electric field resulting from the potential 
drop between anode and cathode electrodes serves to ignite and maintain the plasma by heating 
electrons and to accelerate ions to furnish the thrust, without space charge limitation. The discharge 
takes place inside a coaxial channel made in ceramics, generally a boron-nitride with silica 
compounds, BN-SiO2 (see Figs. 1 for a schematic and the operations of a 20 kW-class engine). 
From now on we will always use the cylindrical coordinate system to indicate the various directions 
The gas propellant (usually heavy noble gases) is impeded at the rear of the channel, through a 
metallic anode plane. An external cathode serves as electron source whose current is split in two: 
one fraction corresponding to ~ 20 % of the discharge current is going inward of the channel and 
after being heated by the electric field ionizes the neutral gas, the rest neutralizes the ion beam 
ejected from the channel. The discharge current at the anode (~ 4A for a kW-class Hall thruster) is 
carried by electrons coming from the external cathode source and resulting from the multiplication 
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in the channel during the gas ionization (fixing the ion current strength produced). The magnetic 
field whose direction is mainly radial and strength maximum at the exhaust of the channel is 
established thanks to a system of inner and outer coils and a magnetic circuit made in iron-based 
materials. The magnetic field strength ~ 100 G is chosen to only confine electrons keeping ions un-
magnetized. A Hall current in the azimuthal E×B direction is not interrupted because of the 
cylindrical symmetry increasing the residence time of the electrons inside the channel giving rise to 
ionize ~ 90 % of the neutral flux injected. The name of the thruster comes from the azimuthal Hall 
electron current, while the name of closed electron drift thruster is preferred in the Russian 
literature. 
 
(a) (b)  
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of Hall thruster, (b) PPS®-20K ML mounted with the centered cathode operating at different 
power levels (photo credit: Safran-Snecma). 
This review paper is focused on the modeling of HTs and is split in two main parts. 
In Sect. 2, fluid/hybrid-based models and main features of the thruster discharge obtained with are 
detailed. Supported by the existence of an electric field penetrating inside the bulk plasma, the 
modeling of sheaths becomes un-essential (and can be treated analytically separately), and the 
hypothesis of quasi-neutrality is appropriated. It offers the advantage of not resolving Debye length 
and plasma frequency alleviating constraints on timestep and grid-spacing. Low computational cost 
makes possible parametric studies about the influence of magnetic field, discharge voltage and mass 
flow rate on thruster operation. In Sect. 2.1, fundamental equations are recalled and their 
implementations in the context of HT especially for the fluid treatment of strongly magnetized 
electrons are depicted. Sect. 2.2 is focused on the method to obtain the electric potential profile in 
quasi-neutral models and the encountered difficulties linked to an almost free transport of electrons 
along magnetic field lines contrary to the resistive cross-magnetic field transport. Analytical sheaths 
including secondary electron emission (SEE) under high-energy electron impacts on ceramic walls 
are treated in Sect. 2.3. The role of non-collisional phenomena that controls cross-magnetic field 
transport of electrons is crucial and cannot be captured in fluid/hybrid-based models for the simple 
reason that the azimuthal direction that is the siege of field fluctuations and induced transport is not 
described (see Sect. 3). Anomalous electron collision frequencies using empirical laws have 
consequently been introduced in electron transport equations (the different phenomena invoked are 
gathered in Sect. 2.4). Quantitative information about anomalous transport can also been extracted 
from measurements. An attempt to extract information from fully kinetic PIC simulations to self-
consistently capture anomalous transport through the resolution of a wave equation is also discussed 
in Sect. 2.4. Even if fluid/hybrid models are not fully predictive, almost qualitatively, they are able 
to explain the complex operation of HTs, this is illustrated in the rest of that part. Sec. 2.5 gives a 
clear understanding of the thruster working and how the overlap between ionization and 
inner coil
cathode
gas injection outer coilanode
channel
walls
magnetic circuit
E
B
E × B
- +
-
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acceleration regions are responsible for channel wall erosion and reduced thruster lifespan. 
Different operating regimes and the role of the type of ceramics are highlighted in Sect. 2.6. In Sect. 
2.7, one example of utilization of fluid/hybrid-based models to predict channel wall erosion is 
detailed. One objective is to increase thruster lifetime and one possible way is to reduce radial 
electric field and sheath potential drop close to channel exhaust. After back and forth between 
simulations and experiments and after a deep analysis of plasma properties, one magnetic field 
topology called magnetic shielded configuration has been proposed and validated, this is detailed in 
Sect. 2.8. 
Sect. 3 deals with the kinetic treatment of electrons. It is a fundamental aspect of HTs due to weak 
collisionality, anisotropy and strong SEE from the two lateral walls. The deviation from the 
equilibrium distribution can have an important impact on macroscopic quantities, like ionization 
efficiency, wall losses and transport coefficients. It can also drives microscopic instabilities leading 
to fluctuations in all the three directions at the expense of a thruster efficiency reduction. In Sect. 
3.1 the models based on the direct solution of the electron Boltzmann equation will be presented. 
They shows the importance of the ExB configuration and electron-wall interaction. From Sect. 3.2 
to Sect. 3.5 the different fully kinetic Particle-in-Cell (PIC) models developed for HTs will 
discussed. Sect. 3.2 presents one-dimensional radial models focusing on the importance of the 
lateral sheath regimes, electron-wall interaction and cylindrical geometry on the plasma dynamics 
in the acceleration region of the HT discharge channel. Sect. 3.3 presents the extension of radial 
models to include the axial coordinate. This leads to 2D axisymmetric models that give a quite 
complete representation (some time including also part of the plume region) of the HT functioning. 
Due to this completeness this class of models are often used to investigate particular magnetic field 
configuration and to assess the ion wall erosion. The plasma behavior along the azimuthal direction 
is presented in Sect. 3.4 where one-dimensional and the two two-dimensional (in combination with 
the axial and radial direction, respectively) models are presented. All results obtained have 
highlighted the importance of ExB drift instability to induce azimuthal fluctuations but also the 
limitation of low-dimensional models and the strong coupling among the different coordinates. The 
few fully kinetic three-dimensional attempts have finally been reported in Sect. 3.5. Kinetic effects 
can also be important in the plume region and in particular in the region close to the HT exit plane. 
Sect. 3.6 deals with some numerical approaches able to handle this problem. Finally, Sect. 3.7 is 
dedicated to the presentation of zero-dimensional kinetic models, such as global and collisional-
radiative models. Summary and final evaluations and suggestions are reported in Sect. 4.  
 
2 Fluid/hybrid models of channel and near field regions 
In this section we focus on fluid/hybrid models of Hall thrusters and its applications to model the 
thruster operations. 
2.1 Principles of fluid and hybrid approaches 
Different types of models have been developed, starting from one-dimensional model along the 
axial direction inside the channel in the late 1990s, with an extension to the near field region where 
the magnetic field is still large, in the following years. At the same time, one-dimensional models 
along the radial direction have been used to simulate the effect of SEE under the impact of high-
energy electrons on ceramic walls of the channel on plasma properties. Two-dimensional models 
that account for axial and radial directions most of time including channel and near field regions 
have been developed at the beginning of 2000s to better capture plasma properties and expansion. 
More recently, a two-dimensional model along the axial and azimuthal directions has been 
proposed. A list of models is given Tab. I. Developed models are fully fluid or hybrid when 
electrons are treated as a fluid and heavy species (ions and neutrals) with a kinetic description. 
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Authors/References Model type SEE Transient Electric 
Potential 
Regions 
Boeuf and Garrigues (1998) 1D (z) hybrid No Yes QN Channel 
Ashkenazy et al. (1999) 1D (z) hybrid No No QN Channel 
Morozov and Savelyev (2000a) 1D (z) hybrid No Yes QN Channel 
Keidar et al. (2001) 1D (r) fluid Yes No Poisson Channel 
Ahedo et al. (2002) 1D (z) hybrid No No QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Roy and Pandey (2002) 1D (z) fluid Yes Yes QN Channel 
Ahedo (2002) 1D (r) fluid Yes No Poisson Channel 
Ahedo et al. (2003) 1D (z) hybrid Yes No QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Barral et al. (2003) 1D (z) fluid Yes Yes QN Channel 
Hara et al. (2012) 1D (z) hybrid No No QN Channel 
Komurasaki and Arakawa (1995) 2D (z,r) hybrid No No QN Channel 
Fife (1998) 2D (z,r) hybrid Yes Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Hagelaar et al. (2002) 2D (z,r) hybrid No Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Koo and Boyd (2004) 2D (z,r) hybrid No Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Keidar et al. (2004) 2D (z,r) fluid No No QN Channel 
Parra et al. (2006) 2D (z,r) hybrid Yes Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Garrigues et al. (2006) 2D (z,r) hybrid Yes Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Mikellides and Katz (2012) 2D (z,r) fluid Yes Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Lam et al. (2015) 2D (z,q) hybrid Yes Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Andreussi et al. (2018) 2D (z,r) fluid Yes Yes QN Channel/ 
Near field 
Tab. I 1D and 2D fluid/hybrid models of HTs by chronological order. QN is used for quasi-neutral assumption. 
Fluid description of particles 
Each species of mass 𝑚 is characterized by a distribution function 𝑓(𝐫, 𝐯, 𝑡) that is a solution of the 
Boltzmann equation: 
)*+, + 𝐯. )*+𝐫 + 𝐅0 . )*+𝐯 = 2)*+,34, (1) 
where 𝐅 is the force and the right-hand side term is the collisional term. The properties of species 
are described by macroscopic quantities obtained by averaging the distribution function of particles 
f over the velocity space. The quantities depending on space 𝐫 and time 𝑡 are density 𝑛, mean 
velocity 𝐮	and mean energy 𝜀: 𝑛 = ∫ 	𝑓(𝐫, 𝐯, 𝑡)𝑑;𝐯, (2) 𝐮 = 𝐯< = => ∫ 	𝐯𝑓(𝐫, 𝐯, 𝑡)𝑑;𝐯, (3) 𝜀 = 0?@ 𝑣?<<< = 0?@> ∫ 	𝑣?𝑓(𝐫, 𝐯, 𝑡)𝑑;𝐯 . (4) 
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In the rest of this section, we will consider a plasma made of electrons, singly charged ions, and 
neutral atoms using subscripts	𝑒, 𝑖, and 𝑎, in equations, respectively. We focus on established 
equations in the context of HT modelling. 
The density 𝑛 is the solution of continuity equation that is obtained by integration of Eq. (1) over 
velocity space: 
)>), + ∇. (𝑛𝐮) = 𝑆G + 𝑆H	, (5) 
where 𝑆G and 𝑆H	are the sources of particles generated or lost in volume and on walls after 
recombination of ions, respectively. In HTs, electropositive gases are employed and only binary 
collisions occur. The plasma density is small enough to neglect recombination between charged 
particles. The mechanism responsible of charged particles production (and neutral atom losses) is 
the ionization of neutrals (and ions when stepwise ionization is included) by electrons: 𝑆G = ∑ 𝑅KK , (6) 
where 𝑅K = 𝑘K𝑛=,K𝑛?,K is the number of particles created (or lost) for one type of reaction that 
depends on densities of the colliding particles and of the reaction rate 𝑘K = 〈𝜎K𝑣O〉, 𝜎K corresponds to 
the ionization cross section, 𝑣O the relative velocity (modulus) between species (that can be reduced 
to electron velocity) and the brackets indicates an average over the distribution function of 
electrons. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution leads to tabulate the ionization rate as a function of 
the electron mean energy ε@. In one dimensional models of Tab. I, only single charged ions were 
considered, while more recent simulations of HT operations include multiply charged ions that are 
produced from direct ionization of xenon ground state and stepwise ionization from ions (Koo et al. 
2004; Mikellides and Katz 2012; Garrigues 2016). 𝑆H is the result of recombination of ions at a 
frequency 𝜈S,H in neutral atoms at the walls (positive sign for neutrals and negative for ions): 𝑆H = ±𝑛𝜈S,H. (7) 
The recombination frequency 𝜈H,S is simply: 𝜈S,H = A GV,WX  , (8) 
where A is a constant (~ 0.7-1.2) that accounts for the dynamic of the radial presheath (Ahedo et al. 
2003). 
The mean velocity 𝐮 is obtained after multiplying Eq. (1) by 𝐯 and integration over velocity space. 
Assuming that the tensor of pressure is diagonal and isotropic (for more details, see e.g. Krall and 
Trivelpiece 1973), and after substitution of Eq. (5), the simplified momentum equation under the 
general form writes: 
)𝐮), + (𝐮. ∇)𝐮 = Y0 (𝐄 + 𝐮 × 𝐁) − @0> ∇(𝑛𝑇) − 𝜈0𝐮 − _W> 𝐮 , (9) 
where the momentum transfer frequency to particles from other species j is defined as: 𝜈0 = ∑ 0`0a0`K 𝑘0,K𝑛K + _b> . (10) 
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In Eq. (9), the mean target velocity 𝐮K has been neglected. The left-hand side term are the 
convective (inertia) terms and time (𝜕𝐮 𝜕𝑡⁄ )	and velocity [(𝐮. ∇)𝐮] variations. The right-hand terms 
corresponds to forces acting on particles under the effects of electric and magnetic fields (that 
vanishes for neutrals), gradient of pressure (𝑃 = 𝑒𝑛𝑇, where 𝑇 is the temperature and 𝑒 the 
elementary charge), collisions (including ionization) in volume, and wall effects for heavy species.  
For electrons, neglecting inertia terms and heavy species velocity during collisions, and after 
rearranging and with 𝑇@ = 2𝜀@ 3⁄ , Eq. (9) can be written as: 𝑛@𝐮@ + 𝛀@ × (𝑛@𝐮@) = − @0iji 𝑛@𝐄 − ?; @0iji ∇(𝑛@𝜀@) = −𝜇l𝑛@𝐄 − ?; 𝜇l∇(𝑛@𝜀@), (11) 
where 𝛀@ is the Hall parameter (vector) that indicates how much electrons are magnetized: 𝛀@ = 𝑒𝐁 𝑚@𝜈@⁄ , (12) 
and 𝜇l = 𝑒 𝑚@𝜈@⁄  is the mobility coefficient for non-magnetized electrons (mobility parallel to the 
magnetic field). Rearranging Eq. (11), it is convenient to express the electron flux 𝚪@ under the 
drift-diffusion form: 𝚪@ = 𝑛@𝐮@ = −𝑛@𝛍@ooo. 𝐄 − ?; 𝛍@ooo. ∇(𝑛@𝜀@). (13) 
In Eq. (13), 𝛍@ooo is the mobility tensor, with anisotropic diagonal components 𝜇∥ = 𝜇l parallel to B, 𝜇q = 𝜇l (1 + Ω?)⁄  normal to B, and non-diagonal term 𝜇t = ±𝜇lΩ (1 + Ω?)⁄  in the 𝐄 × 𝐁 
direction, (Hagelaar et al. 2011). In the momentum transfer frequency 𝜈@, electron-atom and 
electron-ion collisions are included, as well as other phenomena responsible for the so-called 
anomalous transport (see Sect. 2.4). 
The situation is different for ions, since ΩS ≫ 𝐿 (length of the channel), ions are not magnetized and 
inertia terms are no longer negligible. In the collision term, charge exchange (backscattering) and 
isotropic collisions between ions and neutrals and Coulomb collisions have been included 
(Mikellides and Katz 2012). Recombination of ions at the walls can be considered according to Eq. 
(7). Finally, the pressure term is either neglected considering cold ions (Andreussi et al. 2018) 
either simplified considering a specified ion temperature (Mikellides and Katz 2012). 
In most of fluid/hybrid simulations of HTs, momentum and electron energy equations for neutral 
atoms are not solved but a constant velocity of neutrals 𝐯w is assumed leading to obtain the profile 
of neutral density nw solving Eq. (5). This has been done in one-dimensional models of (Boeuf and 
Garrigues 1998, Morozov and Savelyev 2000a, Ahedo et al. 2002). Barral et al. (2003) have 
considered two populations of neutral atoms and two equations of continuity: the first one inferred 
to neutrals injected through the orifice at a given temperature and the second population in 
equilibrium with the (fixed) wall temperature. Eq. (5) has been modified accordingly. In the two-
dimensional fluid model, Mikellides and Katz (2012) have proposed a specific algorithm to 
calculate the distribution function of neutral and moments of neutral transport from Eqs. (2-4). 
The energy equation is only solved for electrons. The electron mean energy 𝜀@ is obtained after 
multiplying Eq. (1) by 𝑚𝑣@? 2⁄  and integration over velocity space: )(@>iyi)), + ∇. (𝑒𝑛@𝜀@𝐮@ + 𝐏@. 𝐮@ + 𝐐@) = −𝑒𝑛@𝐮@. 𝐄 − C@,G − C@,H, (14) 
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where C@,G and C@,H are the power losses by electrons in collisions and on the walls, respectively, 
and 𝐐@ is the electron flux vector that is assumed proportional to the gradient of temperature (to 
close the system, see Bittencourt 2004): 𝐐@ = −𝜿~∇𝜀@ = − =l ∇. (𝑒𝑛@𝜀@𝛍@ooo. ∇𝜀@). (15) 
Remark that due to magnetic field, the thermal conductivity is anisotropic. Assuming that the 
directed energy (𝑚𝑢@? 2⁄ 𝑒) is smaller than the thermal energy (3𝑇@ 2⁄ ), Eq. (14) becomes: )(>iyi)), + ; ∇. 𝑛@𝐮@𝜀@ − =l ∇. (𝑛@𝜀@𝛍@ooo. ∇𝜀@) = −𝑛@𝐮@. 𝐄 − =@ C@,G − =@ C@,H. (16). 
It is convenient to separate the term C@,G in two contributions, the first one due to inelastic processes 
(excitation and ionization) and a second one due associated to momentum transfer (Hagelaar et al. 
2011). The term C@,H is also addressed in Hagelaar et al. (2011). Boeuf and Garrigues (1998) have 
solved Eq. (15) neglecting the thermal flux and assuming a stationary solution. Barral et al. (2003) 
have considered a possible anisotropy of electron mean energy and two independents stationary 
energy equations parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. Only the two-dimensional models 
cited in Tab. I do solve Eq. (15) in its complete form. 
Direct kinetic / Particle-in-Cell (PIC) description of heavy species 
In kinetic description of heavy species no assumption is made on energy distribution functions and 
Eq. (1) is solved. A Direct kinetic method with a simple upwind scheme is used by Boeuf and 
Garrigues (1998) but found a numerical broadening of energy distributions compared to Monte 
Carlo techniques. Hara et al. (2012) propose an improved numerical scheme to reduce numerical 
dissipation. The others hybrid models of Tab. I are based on the resolution of Eq. (1) using Particle-
in-Cell (PIC) simulations (Hockney-Eastwood 1989 and Birdsall-Langdon 2005), where the energy 
distribution of heavy species is sampled with a fixed number of macroparticle. Calculations are 
subject to statistical fluctuations depending on the number of particles used (in hybrid models of 
HT, a statistic of around 100 particles per cell is enough to capture the heavy species properties, 
gradient of density, losses on walls, thrust calculation, etc.). In two dimensional (r,z) models ions 
are defined by their position and velocity (three components). During the ion PIC cycle, the electric 
field (ions are not sensitive to the magnetic field) is calculated on a grid (see next Sect. 2.2) and the 
ion equations of motion then integrated in time by interpolating the electric field from the grid 
nodes to the ion location. The same weighting scheme is also used to calculate heavy species 
properties (densities and fluxes) on the grid nodes from ion positions. At the end of the ion push, a 
test is made to determine if the ion positions are still or not in the computational domain. Ions 
impinging the walls of the channel are neutralized and new neutrals return back in the 
computational domain (accommodation methods are most often used). 
Neutral particles are introduced in the simulation domain through the anode plane at z=0 and 
uniformly between two fixed radii. The number of injected particles is proportional to the injected 
mass flow ?̇? and time step Dt, and inversely proportional to the neutral mass. The initial velocity is 
sampled from a half-Maxwellian distribution along the z direction at a given injection temperature. 
After neutrals advance, positions of particles according to computational domain frontiers are 
checked. Neutrals colliding with walls are isotropically reflected according to half-Maxwellian 
distribution at the surface temperature in the direction normal to it. Neutrals crossing the open 
Cartesian boundary beyond the cathode line are eliminated. To simulate vacuum chamber and 
backpressure effects, a supplementary injection of neutrals at the external frontiers is often used. 
Between two consecutive time-steps, ionization of the neutral atoms with losses of neutrals and 
generation of ions must be considered. Standard Monte Carlo Collision or refined Direct Monte 
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Carlo Simulation (Taccogna 2015) procedures are used. In two-dimensional models, ion species 
actually taken into account are singly (xenon ground state to first level of ionization) and multiply 
charged ions (from ground state and stepwise ionization from lower level of ionized atoms). 
Collisional processes (mainly charge exchange and elastic collisions) between heavy species are 
most of time considered. 
2.2 Quasi-neutrality assumption and electric potential calculation 
In HTs, for typical plasma conditions, with a maximum of electron density and temperature on the 
order of 1018 m-3 and 50 eV, respectively, the Debye length in the range of 50 µm is much smaller 
than typical size of the thruster (~ 2 cm). Resolving the Debye length would require a large number 
of grid points (more than 400 cells in each direction), while this is not essential since the electric 
field penetrates inside the plasma due to the drop of conductivity. In all the one-dimensional (along 
the axial coordinate z) and two-dimensional models of Tab. I, the plasma is assumed quasi-neutral 
and sheaths (including SEE) are described through an analytical approach (see next Sect. 2.3).  
The plasma density 𝑛 is: 𝑛 = 𝑛@ = ∑ 𝑧𝑛S, , (17) 
where the sum is taken on all the ion species 𝑠	of charge state 𝑧. The electric potential is no longer 
computed from Poisson’s equation but from the electron momentum equation coupled with the 
current conservation equation. Writing that the electric field derives from the electric potential (𝐄 =−∇𝜙), Eq. (13) becomes: 𝚪@ = 𝑛𝛍@ooo. ∇𝜙 − ?; 𝛍@ooo. ∇𝑛𝜀@ . (18) 
Substituting the electron and ion fluxes in continuity Eq. (5), it leads to a current continuity 
equation (generalized Ohm’s law) which can be solved to determine the electric potential 𝜙: ∇. 𝚪@ = ∇. 𝑛𝛍@ooo. ∇𝜙 − ?; 𝛍@ooo. ∇𝑛𝜀@ = ∇. 𝚪S, (19) 
where plasma density and the right term of Eq. (19) are inferred to ion calculation properties. The 
electron flux involving in Eq. (19) can be expressed in 𝑧 and 𝑟 directions as (Hagelaar 2016): 
Γ@, = 𝑛u@, = =a=a 𝜇l𝑛 )) − ?; 𝜇l )>yi)  + =a 𝜇l𝑛 ))O − ?; 𝜇l )>yi)O  (20.a) Γ@,O = 𝑛u@,O = =a=a 𝜇l𝑛 ))O − ?; 𝜇l )>yi)O  + =a 𝜇l𝑛 )) − ?; 𝜇l )>yi) . (20.b) 
The electron flux in each of the directions is the sum of two terms proportional to gradients in 
longitudinal and transverse directions very large and opposite in sign leading to resolve a five-point 
elliptic equation strongly anisotropic. Even the use of an accurate numerical scheme able to 
properly calculate terms separately can fail to resolve the complete system. The consequence is that 
numerical errors can provide and even become dominant in the electron transport across the 
magnetic field. 
To reduce computational errors, one can solve the same problem but for coordinates aligned and 
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines (Mikellides and Katz 2012). Such grid, obtained as far as 
the self-induced magnetic field due to plasma variations is negligible, can be calculated from ∇ ∙
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from: 
)) = 	𝑟𝐵O, ))O = 	−𝑟𝐵, (21) 𝐵O and 𝐵 being the radial and axial coordinates of magnetic field. The 𝜓 stream function is 
constant along the magnetic field lines. The construction of the stream function requires a 
monotonic variation of 𝜓. This method can also be extended for magnetic topology with a zero-B 
by considering four different regions in which the stream function presents a monotonic variation 
(Garrigues et al. 2003). Along the streamline function, a second coordinate 𝜒 be defined as: 
)) = 	  , )O) = 	  . (22) 
Any quantities of the system of equations of Sect. 2.1 can be expressed in the direction normal and 
along the magnetic field lines by: 
))> = 𝑟𝐵	 )) , ))  = 	 )) . (23) 
Functions and typical field-aligned meshes are sketched in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2 (a) Constant streamlines 𝛹 and potential 𝜒 functions, (b) each cell face is (closely) aligned with 𝜓 = constant or 𝜒 = constant, (c) computational mesh (from Mikellides and Katz 2012). 
One can simplify the problem by remarking that along the magnetic field lines, the electron moves 
freely with a flux limited to ion flux since walls are insulators. The drift and diffusion terms of Eq. 
(18) compensate each other and the electric potential is given by a Boltzmann’s relation: 
𝜙∥(𝑧, 𝑟) = ?; 𝜀@ln £>(,O)>,¤ ¥, (24) 
where 𝑛,l is a reference plasma density defined at 𝜙 = 0. The derivation of Eq. (24) implies that 
the electron mean energy 𝜀@ is constant along the magnetic field lines. Eq. (19) is then solved in the 
direction normal to the magnetic field lines on a computational grid in one-dimension defined by 
the 𝜓 stream function. The electric potential is then written as: 
𝜙(𝑧, 𝑟) = 𝜙∗(𝜓) + ?; 𝜀@(𝜓)ln £>(,O)>,¤ ¥, (25) 
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(Morozov and Savelyev 2000a)). Accordingly, the electron energy Eq. (16) is also solved in the 
direction normal to the magnetic field. For typical magnetic field topologies of HTs, calculations 
with the two-dimensional model (with field-aligned meshes) show that the electric potential is 
effectively “thermalized” (deviations exist but only in the near field plume close to the cathode 
(Mikellides and Katz 2012)). Remark that this description leads to avoid any calculations of the 
electron flux along the magnetic field lines. 
2.3 Analytical sheath description including secondary emission electron 
The quasi-neutrality assumption leads to describe a separate model of the sheaths. In HTs, the 
sheath layers, being smaller than any collision mean free paths, are considered collisionless. The 
positive space charge in front of the surfaces, accelerating ions and repealing electrons, yields to a 
sheath potential drop that is positive. In the rest of that section, we consider one species of ions 
(Xe+) for simplicity. 
The establishment of Bohm velocity for ions at the sheath entrance in quasi-neutral model is not 
automatically achieved, whatever the type of surface. Hybrid calculations of Parra and Ahedo 
(2004) have shown that the choice in the grid spacing (fine or coarse) affects the gradient of ion 
density and velocity in the pre-sheath and consequently the ion mean velocity at the wall boundary. 
Even with a fine mesh, the capability of the quasi-neutral model to satisfy the Bohm sheath criterion 
is not achieved. One solution is to force the mean velocity normal to the wall being equal to the 
Bohm velocity, like a boundary condition for fluid models, as done by Mikellides and Katz (2012) 
in their fluid approach for ions. When ions are treated as particles, Ahedo et al. (2010) have 
extended previous work of Lampe et al. (1998), proposing a numerical method to force the Bohm 
velocity at the sheath entrance, also considering more than one ion species. 
In the anode plane, since no SEE occurs, for a fluid description of charged particles, one must 
specify boundary conditions in the direction normal to the surface. For ions, the current density is 
calculated imposing a Bohm velocity at sheath entrance. For electrons, the current density at anode 
can be calculated from a Boltzmann distribution for the density and a velocity equal to §8𝑒𝑇@ 𝜋𝑚@⁄ 4⁄ . The energy loss on the surface is 𝜀@,w>«+@ = 2𝑇@ + 𝜙, where 𝜙 is the sheath 
voltage drop. The sheath voltage 𝜙 can be expressed as a function of electron temperature and ion 
and electron fluxes impeding the anode (Ahedo et al. 2001). 
The properties of ceramic walls impose a zero net current. For a flux of electrons Γ@,¬ arriving on 
the surface and a flux of secondary electrons 𝜎<Γ@,¬	leaving the wall (𝜎< being defined as the SEE 
yield 𝜎	integrated over a Maxwellian distribution, see Appendix 1), the zero net current imposes: ΓS,H = (1 − 𝜎<)Γ@,H . (26) 
The presence of secondary electrons induced by high-energy electron impacts on the walls modifies 
the sheath potential drop (Barral et al. 2003): 
𝜙 = T@ln £(1 − 𝜎<)® 0V?¯0i¥ . (27) 
The solution of Eq. (27) is only valid for 𝜎< < 1. When 𝜎< → 1, a potential well appears in front of 
the walls recollecting a fraction of emitted electrons.  This so-called space charge saturation (SCS) 
regime appears when 𝜎< = 𝜎<²³² = 1 − 8.3§𝑚@ 𝑚S⁄  (Hobbs and Wesson 1967). For Xenon 
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reduced. 
Associated to electron-wall interactions, an effective momentum transfer collision frequency 
involving in Eq. (18) can be calculated (Fife 1998; Barral et al. 2003; Ahedo et al. 2003; Parra et al. 
2006, Garrigues et al. 2006). This momentum transfer component acts as a supplementary collision 
frequency responsible for axial transport of electrons. Including Eq. (26), a qualitative estimation 
gives: 𝜈@,H = GV,WX ¶·(=¸¶·) , (28) 
where vS,H is the ion Bohm velocity, ℎ = 𝑅? − 𝑅= the channel width. The electron power losses 
associated to SEE (last term right in equation (16)) can also be calculated writing a balance between 
incoming and outgoing electron energy fluxes (see e.g. Garrigues et al. 2006): C@,H = 𝑒𝑛@𝑊 = 𝑒𝑛@ GV,¼X 2½yi¸¶·yi,¾;(=¸¶·) + ?; 𝜙3 , (29) 
where 𝜀@, is the electron mean energy of electrons emitted that depends on the type of wall 
materials (Barral et al. 2003). 
Previous one-dimensional axial models were using a simplified (rather empirical) effect of the walls 
on momentum transfer frequency with a constant electron-wall collision frequency 𝜈¿ÀÁ and an 
electron power loss per second (Boeuf and Garrigues 1998; Hagelaar et al. 2002; Koo and Boyd 
2004; Hara et al. 2012) modeled as: 𝑊 = 𝛼y𝜈¿ÀÁ𝜀@ exp(−𝑈 𝜀@⁄ ), (30) 
where 𝑈 is the threshold of SEE. Fig. 3 illustrates the difference between the two approaches, with 𝜈¿ÀÁ = 107 s-1,  𝛼y = 0.7 and U = 20 V and for BN-SiO2 as ceramic. 
 
Fig. 3 Comparisons with detailed and empirical approaches to account for electron-wall influence on (a) momentum 
collision frequency, (b) wall loss coefficient (Garrigues et al. 2006). 
2.4 Anomalous electron transport 
HT is an 𝐸 × 𝐵 device that confines electrons in the axial direction. To ensure current continuity 
from cathode to anode, electrons must change momentum in the axial direction of electric field. In 
the exhaust region, collisions between electrons and heavy species are insufficient to ensure this 
role since most of neutrals is ionized and under the acceleration of ions, ion density remains too low 
for Coulomb collisions to affect electron transport. Anomalous transport has been invoked and two 
different strategies have been adopted. The first one consists in identifying the mechanisms 
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responsible for an increase of cross-field transport and implant them in fluid equations. Main 
anomalous transport processes being related to a spatial dimension (azimuthal coordinate) and/or 
typical scales not considered in most of fluid/hybrid models, cross-B field transport is introduced in 
fluid equations through an effective collision frequency. The total electron momentum exchange 
frequency is then written as the sum of the contribution of collisions and anomalous transport, 𝜈@ =	𝜈@,ÈÉÊÊ + 𝜈@,ËÌÉ. Efforts to self-consistently calculate anomalous transport have also recently been 
proposed. The second approach is purely empirical losing the physical meaning and is based on a 
cross-B field transport coefficient determined from experimental results. 
Inside the channel, electron-wall interactions participate to axial transport making possible for 
electrons to pass from one confined trajectory to another one upstream closer to the anode (often 
referred to near-wall conductivity NWC in the literature, see Morozov-Savelyev 2001) enhanced by 
the SEE (described in Sect. 2.3). In the region of strong magnetic field, plasma turbulence can also 
play a role. Janes and Lowder (1966) have shown that an anomalous diffusion due to a fluctuating 
azimuthal electric field 𝐸Í correlated with plasma density variations produce a drift in the 𝐸Í × 𝐵O 
(axial) direction. They found that the Hall parameter remains constant and consequently an 
effective collision frequency that varies as 𝑘ËÌÉ𝜔@ has been derived. This mechanism has been 
correlated to Bohm’s diffusion (for which 𝑘ËÌÉ = 1 16⁄ ) and the HT literature often refers to  
“Bohm’s like transport”. Based on instabilities suppression or reduction in the region of shear flows 
in strongly magnetized plasmas (e.g. in Tokamaks, Hahm 2002), Scharfe et al. (2008) have derived 
a model for the anomalous electron conductivity and have deduced an anomalous collision 
frequency. Later, Cappelli et al. (2015) by analogy with neutral fluid dynamic have proposed to link 
anomalous transport to a turbulent viscosity frequency 𝜈,ÐOÑ = 𝛾𝜌@v@, where 𝜌@ is the electron 
Larmor radius, v@ the electron mean velocity and 𝛾 a coefficient expected to be on the order of one 
(but that can be determined experimentally). Two-dimensional PIC simulations have revealed the 
existence of an azimuthal ExB electron drift instability (EDI) responsible for an enhanced electron 
cross-field transport (see Sect. 3.4). Lafleur et al. (2016b and 2017) have derived an effective 
collision frequency to account for the consequence of ExB EDI on cross-field transport. The 
effective collision frequency associated to each of the phenomena is listed in Tab. II. 
Mechanisms 𝝂𝒆,𝐚𝐧𝐨 References 
Near-wall conductivity NWC 𝛽H𝑐 Barral et al. (2003) 
Bohm-like 𝑘ËÌÉ𝜔@ Fife (1998) 
Turbulence-shear flow 𝑘ËÌÉ𝜔@ 11 + (𝐴∇v+@) Scharfe et al. (2008) 
Turbulence-small scales 𝑘ËÌÉ𝜔@ Üv+@𝑐 Ý? Cappelli et al. (2015) 
 
Turbulence-wave trapping 𝑘ËÌÉ |∇. (𝐮S𝑛@𝑇@)|𝑚𝑐𝑛@v+@  Lafleur et al. (2016b, 2017) 
Tab. II Functional forms of five anomalous collision frequencies proposed as origins of enhanced electron transport in 
HT from first-principles analysis. In these expressions, 𝜈À,ËÌÉ, A and B are space fitting parameters (constant in time), 𝛽H is a coefficient depending on space and time through SEE yield [see Eq. (28)], m is the electron mass, 𝑐 is the ion 
sound speed, and v+@ is the azimuthal electron drift velocity [from Jorns (2018)]. 
In Tab. II, 𝑘ËÌÉ coefficients have been fitted to match measured and calculated integrated over the 
volume thruster properties such as discharge current and performance (for Bohm transport 𝑘ËÌÉ~ 
10-2, e.g. Hagelaar et al. 2002; Ahedo et al. 2003; and Koo and Boyd 2004). Also, Ahedo et al. 
(2003) have shown that NWC is not sufficient to explain alone the anomalous transport. 
Nevertheless, detailed comparisons about local plasma properties (electron density and temperature, 
ion velocity) have shown the limitation of the proposed approach, even when anomalous transport 
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is modeled via a combination of phenomena (Barral et al. 2003; Koo and Boyd 2004; Garrigues et 
al. 2009). 
Ongoing research is related to the resolution of a one-dimensional conservation energy equation of 
the wave energy density (Stix 1962) to self-consistently calculate the anomalous collision frequency 
in the context fluid/hybrid-based models (Mikellides et al. 2016; Reza et al. 2017; Lafleur et al. 
2018). One input of the wave equation is the spatial and time varying instability growth rates (that 
can be limited to the fastest growing mode responsible for the highest instability amplitude). From 
linear kinetic theory, dispersion relations are solved to determine the wave angular frequency and 
growth rate needed for the wave equation. The critical point relies on the choice of energy 
distribution function that affects the estimation of growth rate. Distributions which are not 
Maxwellian can be taken from PIC simulations or self-consistently calculated from a particle-test 
procedure (Monte Carlo or simplified Boltzmann solver in which electric field is taken from 
fluid/hybrid-based approaches). 
The second approach takes the advantage of measurements of local electron and ion properties, and 
electric potential in the downstream region of the channel and near-field plume. Laser-induced-
fluorescence (LIF) technique offers the opportunities to measure the ion energy distribution 
functions (Dorval et al. 2002; Hargus and Charles 2008; Spektor et al. 2010; Mazouffre 2013). 
From distribution measurements, moments of Boltzmann equation can be computed to determine 
the electric field profile (Pérez-Luna et al. 2009; Spektor 2010) and an anomalous electron collision 
frequency adjusted to match experiments (Ortega et al. 2019; Garrigues et al. 2009). Measurements 
of electron temperature and density, and electric potential in one or two dimensions in space have 
also permitted to fit an anomalous electron collision frequency profile (Mikellides et al. 2016; 
Conversano et al. 2017b). Interestingly, Jorns (2018) has using a genetic algorithm to propose a 
regressing of the data set coming from intensive measurement campaigns and compare results with 
attempted theories presented in Tab. II. He has found that the best fit (even if the physical meaning 
is still unclear) corresponds to 𝜈@,ËÌÉ ∝ 𝜔@ à 4¾VGáiâ?. From Tab. II, this relation corresponds to a 
Bohm transport in which the constant 𝑘ËÌÉ depends on space through ratio between sound speed 
and electron azimuthal drift velocity. 
2.5 Nominal operation of the Hall thruster 
Fig. 4 illustrates the thruster operation properties for nominal conditions (mass flow of 5 mg/s and 
applied voltage of 300 V) calculated with the two-dimensional (axial-radial) hybrid model. 
Empirical parameters were used to fix the anomalous electron transport and energy losses at the 
walls (see Hagelaar et al. 2002 for details). Results are averaged over 3 ms to eliminate any 
transient phenomena. 
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Fig. 4 Time-averaged results for the nominal thruster operation, (a) magnetic field lines and magnetic field strength, (b) 
electric potential lines (10 contours of 30 V equally spaced) and ionization source term, (c) electron mean energy, (d) 
atom density, (e) ion density, and (f) electron cross field conductivity. The applied voltage is 300 V and the mass flow 
of xenon is 5 mg/s. Here x represent the axial coordinate. (Bareilles et al. 2003). 
The combination of the 4 external and one internal coils associated with a specific magnetic circuit 
leads to achieve a predominantly radial magnetic field whose maximum takes place in the vicinity 
of the exhaust. The shape of the magnetic field forms a convex lens (Fig. 4a). We can distinguish 
three zones with very different properties. The acceleration region characterized by a large potential 
drop occurs between x ~ 1.5 cm (here the axial coordinate is represent with x) and the end of the 
near field plume where a strong magnetic field and low electron conductivity take place. Typically 
50 % of the potential drop occurs outside the channel. (The fact that a large fraction of electric 
potential drop takes place outside the channel is a general trend of HTs in its standard configuration 
(see e.g. Haas and Gallimore 2001; Linnell and Gallimore 2006; Mazouffre 2013)). It is instructive 
to compare the shape of electric potential and magnetic field lines. In the near field plume, where 
the plasma density drops due to ion acceleration and the electron mean energy is moderate, the 
electric potential field lines are aligned with the magnetic field lines. At the contrary, inside the 
channel, due to a high plasma density and electron mean energy (~ 20 eV), a non-null radial 
potential drops occurs and the electric potential field lines now form a concave lens. This comes 
from the term proportional to electron mean energy and logarithm of plasma density [see Eq.(25)]. 
The ionization region localized in the center of the channel is characterized by a maximum of 
ionization source term on the order of 1024 m-3 s-1. In the same region, the plasma density reaches its 
maximum (~1018 m-3) and the neutral density drops by one order of magnitude. Notice that a shift 
exists between the maximum of electron mean energy (at the thruster exhaust) and ionization source 
term. The relative position and overlap of ionization and acceleration regions are mainly influenced 
by the assumption on the shape of electron-wall losses in the energy equation and on the 
formulation of anomalous transport in the electron momentum equation. Since the ionization occurs 
deeply in the channel and upstream of the acceleration region, a fraction of ions generated on the 
periphery of the ionization source term impacts on channel walls leading to erode them (see Sect. 
2.7). The last zone between the ionization region and the anode plane is characterized by a small 
(but negative) electric potential drop, electrons reaching the anode by diffusion. This region where 
the magnetic field strength is low and electron transport is essentially controlled by electron-atom 
collisions is the conduction zone.  
The hypothesis made and models used to account for the anomalous electron transport (Sect. 2.4) 
and electron energy losses on walls do not modify in deep the behavior described above but can 
almost qualitatively have consequences on the thruster operation and lifetime issues. In Fig. 5, two 
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sets of simulations have been performed, hybrid #1 with fitting parameters fixed from 
measurements of discharge current and performance (dashed lines), and hybrid #2 where the 
electron cross-field mobility profile is adjusted to fit measured ion velocity profiles (full lines). The 
length of the acceleration region is overestimated in the case of description of anomalous transport 
with fitting parameters, and consequently the maximum of electric field is underestimated. 
Shortening the acceleration region by adjusting the mobility profile also modifies the energy gained 
by the electron at the channel entrance that has consequences on the ionization region. In hybrid # 
2, the ionization of neutral atoms occurs less deeply in the channel. This result highlights the 
necessity to proper account for the electron anomalous transport in hybrid/fluid models of HTs. 
 
Fig. 5 Time-averaged profiles along the PPS®X000-ML thruster channel centerline, (a) ionization source term and 
computed and measured (square symbols) electric field profiles, (b) electron cross-field mobility and computed and 
measured (square symbols) ion velocity profiles. The applied voltage is 500 V and the mass flow of xenon is 6 mg/s 
(Garrigues et al. 2009). 
2.6 Operating regimes and wall effects 
In the context of HTs, a classification of operating regimes has been overviewed by Zhurin et al. 
(1999) and Choueiri (2001). Most of the works presented in the two reviewed papers were based on 
former Soviet Union’s studies of the 1970s with an old design, where the position of maximum of 
magnetic field was located inside the channel. At fixed xenon mass flow, discharge current was 
measured as a function of discharge voltage (respectively magnetic field) for a given magnetic field 
(respectively discharge voltage). Correlated to discharge current, measurements of the spectrum 
(amplitude and frequency) and plasma properties through Langmuir probes has permit to classify 
the thruster operation in different categories. 
In the last 15 years, a large effort to characterize and understand the influence of the type of wall 
materials on “modern” HT operation and performance has then been undertaken. The main goal 
was to revisit the different categories and the range of parameters (mass flow, voltage, magnetic 
field, and wall materials) for which the thruster can operate in its nominal mode with high 
performance. The nominal mode can be characterized by a high ionization of the neutral gas, a 
maximum ratio between ion and discharge currents to maintain a low electric power, and a 
minimum of the amplitude of current oscillations (necessary for the architecture of power 
processing unit and cathode operation). Mode transitions have been established through 
experimental campaigns for variable discharge voltages and magnetic field strengths for a SPT-100 
together with calculations (Gascon et al. 2003; Barral et al. 2003; Hara et al. 2015) and for variable 
magnetic field strengths for the 6kW H6 (Sekarak et al. 2016). New studies have been reinforced by 
the implementation of time-resolved diagnostics including CCD fast camera and optical fibers (e.g. 
Bouchoule et al. 2001, Ellison et al. 2012; Sekarak et al. 2016; Mazouffre et al. 2017) that are 
capable to offer a new insight of the plasma dynamic in the 5-30 kHz range. 
In this section, we illustrate the different operating regimes through measured and calculated 
current characteristics for variable discharge voltages and we focus on one specific regime so-called 
breathing mode observable in HTs. 
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Fig. 6 (a) Experimental and (b) calculated dc current-voltage characteristics for three different wall materials for a SPT-
100. The mass flow of xenon is 5 mg/s and the magnetic field is kept the same (Gascon et al. 2003 and Barral et al. 
2003). 
Fig. 6 reports comparisons between measured and calculated (with a one-dimensional axial fluid 
model) I-V curve. Before a threshold voltage of few tens of volts, the discharge is impossible to 
ignite and/or not stable. Depending of the type of materials, two or three different regimes can be 
distinguished. A first regime below corresponds to a sharp (larger in experiments) increase of the 
current. In that zone of low discharge voltage, and low electron mean energy associated, the neutral 
atoms are not completely ionized. The high (almost in experiments) current discharge is carried by 
the electrons. The measured discharge current exhibits time fluctuations whose amplitude 
corresponds to 10-50 % of the dc discharge current at a frequency of 5-10 kHz. For BNSiO2 
material, high-speed imaging shows that a stable rotating structure in the E×B (azimuthal) direction 
appears at large wavelength (mode m = 1) (Sekarak et al. 2015; Mazouffre et al. 2017). Such 
structure cannot obviously being captured by axial one-dimensional or axial-radial two-dimensional 
models. Only axial-azimuthal hybrid simulations of Lam et al. (2015) at 100 V predict a 40 kHz 
instability of mode m = 1, 2 rotating in the azimuthal direction in the quasi entire channel at a low 
velocity phase (~ few km/s). 
The second regime corresponds to a constant discharge current variation (quasi-constant in 
calculations) that happens during a wide range of discharge voltages for BNSiO2, on a limited range 
of voltages for SiC and is quasi-absent for Al2O3. For BNSiO2, electrons are sufficiently heated to 
largely ionize almost all the neutral atoms injected and the ion current contributes to ~ 0.8 of the 
discharge current. The amplitude of the fluctuations of the discharge current varies from 10 to 20% 
of the dc current with a frequency of ~ 20 kHz. This region corresponds to the nominal operation of 
the thruster. In a third regime, visible in Fig. 6 for alumina and silicon carbide materials (but also 
observed at discharge voltages larger than 500 V for BNSiO2), the frequency is almost the same but 
amplitude of current oscillations can exceed 100% of the dc current obtaining a pulsed discharge 
regime. The studies have confirmed that BNSiO2 is the best candidate for a HT to operate 
efficiently in the expected range of performance. 
Barral et al. (2003) have attributed the transition between the two regimes to the SEE effect on 
sheath properties. As the electron mean energy increases and reaches the first crossover energy 𝐸∗ 
(see Appendix 1 for details) and 𝜎< → 𝜎<²³², the sheath becomes space charge saturated and the 
contribution of electron-wall interactions on cross-field transport and energy losses play a major 
role on the discharge properties. The order of appearance of this regime found in simulations is 
consistent with the first crossover energy 𝐸∗ of materials (early with Al2O3 and very far for 
BNSiO2). No fundamental differences have been obtained with two-dimensional fluid/hybrid 
models. Calculations only including SEE as anomalous process able to enhance the electron cross-
field transport also underestimate the discharge current. No systematic study of discharge current 
variations on a wide range of voltages (or magnetic field) has been performed when the electron 
anomalous transport is determined by adjusting the cross-field mobility profile to match 
experimental and calculated ion velocity profiles. 
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The regime of discharge current oscillating at 20 kHz called breathing mode has extensively been 
characterized and studied in the literature. The breathing mode is visible in Fig. 7 through 
measurements of the plasma emission by means of high-speed image recording (period of 30 µs) 
and calculations of plasma properties with the hybrid axial one-dimensional model (Boeuf and 
Garrigues 1998). The so-called breathing mode is associated to a periodic depletion of neutrals in 
the region of high magnetic field and high electron temperature leading to an increase of plasma 
density and discharge current (through the ion component). A certain delay in time is needed for 
neutral atoms to again fulfill the ionization region. During this time, the ionization drops and 
plasma density and discharge current decrease. The frequency of these oscillations is roughly 
inversely proportional to the time needed for the neutrals to fulfill the ionization region related to 
the large magnetic region near the exhaust. This is qualitatively confirmed by measurements of 
plasma emission in channel exhaust showing alternate phases of high and very low plasma 
emission. Results have been also confirmed by spectroscopic measurements studies (Touzeau et al. 
2001). 
 
 
Fig. 7 (top) Emission of the plasma during one cycle of oscillation, (bottom) calculated plasma properties (a) neutral 
density (maximum of 1.6×1019 m-3), (b) plasma density (maximum of 1.6×1018 m-3). The anode is at z=0 cm and the 
exhaust at z=4 cm. The HT is a SPT-100 with BNSiO2 wall materials. The mass flow of xenon is 5 mg/s and the 
discharge voltage is 280 V (Darnon et al. 1999). 
2.7 Erosion model and calculation of thruster lifetime 
One critical issue of Hall thruster is the wall erosion since with the existence of a radial electric 
field inside the channel, ions generate downstream interact with walls (see Sect. 2.5 and Appendix 2 
for ion sputtering models). Using fluid/hybrid two-dimensional models of Hall thruster, since 10 
years ago, intensive studies have been performed to estimate wall erosion and thruster lifetime. The 
end of thruster lifetime is characterized by the erosion of the ceramic wall thickness at the channel 
exhaust where the flux and energy of ions are the strongest. When it occurs, the magnetic circuit 
and coils are now directly exposed to the plasma. The power deposition further induces a large 
modification of the optimum magnetic field topology that degrades the thruster performance in its 
nominal operation. To predict the thruster lifetime, the strategy adopted is the following. The 
channel walls are decomposed in sub-segments (whose length corresponds at the minimum to one 
computational cell size) in which the eroded thickness is calculated. When a steady state regime is 
achieved and for an appropriate time fixed (equivalent to typically 100 hours, corresponding to 
successive channel wall erosion measurements during long-life testing), the channel geometry and 
magnetic topology are changed and new plasma and erosion properties can be again computed 
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accordingly. The process is repeated until the simulation of 1000-5000 hours of thruster operation. 
Deformation of grid cells inside the eroded zone of the computational domain has also been 
considered (e.g. Koizumi et al. 2008). 
In Fig. 8, the history of erosion of inner and outer walls of the Stanford HT gives a representative 
vision of how erosion affects the channel wall profiles for a 1 kW-class HT (Sommier et al. 2005). 
Typically half of the erosion occurs in the first 1000 hours of life. Aa asymmetry in the erosion is 
also visible Fig. 8, certainly caused by the magnetic topology and non-uniform plasma properties in 
the radial direction. The origin of the erosion drop is attributed to the angular dependence of 
sputtering yield which is maximized for an angle of 70 degrees relative to normal incidence (see 
Appendix 2). Most of ions contribute to erode the surfaces. During the thruster life, the increase of 
the surface tilt angle has obviously a benefit effect on the reduction of erosion process (Yu and Li 
2007). In the literature, during thruster life, a time continuous decrease of the thruster performance 
has been observed, attributed to a decrease of potential drop inside the channel (Yim et al. 2006) 
and by a decrease of plasma density (Sommier et al. 2005). 
 
Fig. 8 Simulation of channel wall erosion of the Stanford Hall thruster (from Sommier et al. 2005). 
Cheng and Martinez Sanchez (2007) have simulated the operation of the 200 W Busek HT, the 
BHT-200. Simulated channel wall profiles for 500 hours of operation compare well with 
experiments, predicting of lifetime of ~ 1300 hours. They have also simulated the BHT-600 and 
explained higher wall erosion by the presence of doubly charged ions. They highlight the fact that 
tuning the anomalous coefficients for cross-field transport to successfully capture the erosion 
profile is not a guarantee that others calculated parameters (discharge current and performance) 
correspond to experiments (and vice versa). The question of time evolution of anomalous 
coefficients during the changes of channel geometry is also opened. 
2.8 Magnetic shielded configurations 
The strong influence of wall materials on thruster lifetime (through erosion mechanism) and 
performance (through SEE processes) is an established fact. This is especially true for small size 
HTs where plasma-wall interactions play a major role. One can imagine pushing the ionization and 
acceleration regions outside the channel. The so-called wall-less HT is based on this principle. The 
channel geometry corresponds to the standard one, except that the maximum of magnetic field 
occurs in the near-field region and the anode position is shifted close to the exhaust. If preliminary 
results show a decrease of performance, the wall-less configuration takes advantage of keeping a 
simple magnetic field configuration and the channel length that can be shortened (Mazouffre 2016).  
In this section, we focus on the proposition of a new magnetic field configuration able to prevent or 
almost reduce plasma-wall interactions. In the standard magnetic field configuration shown in Sect. 
2.5, wall erosion is caused by a non-null radial electric field component that leads to ions generated 
at the edge of the channel to interact with walls. This is further amplified by a high sheath potential 
drop induced by a high electron temperature in the acceleration region (see Fig. 8 on the left). An 
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original magnetic field topology called shielded configuration has been proposed. Its consequences 
on electron temperature and electric potential lines are illustrated in Fig. 9 on the right. The main 
idea is to keep a cold electron temperature (as close as possible to the anode one) inside the channel. 
In this manner, the radial electric field diminishes [see Eq. (25)], the sheath potential drop remains 
low [eq. (27)] and plasma-wall interactions are consequently strongly reduced. Of course, the 
magnetic field configuration proposed by Morozov’s with a convex shape of magnetic field lines 
together with a maximum of magnetic field strength localized in the exhaust cannot be achieved. As 
far as the electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular, the electrons trapped by a radial magnetic 
field and heated in the acceleration region are intercepted by the walls at high energy. The adopted 
solution is to force the magnetic field lines to be almost parallel to the walls in the downstream 
section of the channel. Due to cold electrons coming from the anode, the magnetic field lines 
tangent to the walls make possible maintaining a low energy close to the walls. Thanks to a 
chamfering surface, magnetic field lines are not intercepted by the channel walls in the vicinity of 
the exhaust.  
 
Fig. 9 Comparison between standard and magnetically shielded HT configurations (Garrigues et al. 2018). 
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory from NASA has designed, built and successfully tested magnetically 
shielded HTs in the range of high (e.g. 9 kW-class H9 described in Hofer et al. 2017) and low (200-
W class MasMi Hall thruster, Conversano et al. 2017a, 2017b) powers through combination and 
intense go back between experiments and numerical simulations with a two-dimensional axial-
radial fluid model (e.g. Mikellides et al. 2013, 2014a, 2014b). Comparisons of measured and 
simulated electron temperature and electric potential profiles are shown in Fig. 10 with the original 
magnetic field labeled unshielded (US) and the new magnetically shielded (MS) configurations. 
Results of Fig. 10 qualitatively validate the desired effect of MS configuration. Despite 
discrepancies between experiments and calculations, an almost flat electric potential profile (very 
close to discharge potential) is achieved in the MS configuration while a large potential drop occurs 
in the US configuration. As a result, the electron temperature close to the walls is lowered in the 
MS configuration with a quasi-flat profile. Calculations of wall properties have revealed a decrease 
of erosion by 3 orders of magnitude, the quasi-absence of erosion in the MS configuration has been 
later experimentally confirmed (Mikellides et al. 2014b). Results show that wall erosion can be 
effectively eliminated as a practical consideration in HTs. Importantly, calculations also show that 
the ionization region is concentrated in the exhaust plane, and the acceleration region mostly occurs 
in the near field plume (e.g. Grimaud and Mazouffre 2017a; Garrigues et al. 2018), that are in part 
also responsible for a lowering of the erosion of the channel walls. Finally, Grimaud and Mazouffre 
(2017a) have also shown that replacing BNSiO2 by a conducting material (graphite) does not 
drastically change the thruster performance offering interesting perspectives in term of thruster 
operations. 
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Fig. 10 Comparisons between numerical simulations and data from wall probes for the 6 kW-class H6 HT of electron 
temperature and plasma potential profiles. The channel exhaust is at z/Lc = 1. The discharge voltage and current are 300 
V and 20 A, respectively (from Mikellides et al. 2014a). 
 
3 Full kinetic models 
Due to the weak collisional nature of electrons in HT (electron mean free path is hundreds times 
larger than device dimensions) the electron distribution function is expected to be different from the 
Maxwellian behavior. Guerrini et al. (1997) and Morozov-Savelyev (2000b) already predicted the 
presence of three groups of electrons in the thruster channel: (1) low-energy electrons with energy 
of the order of several eV; (2) middle energy tail reaching up to 20–30 eV; (3) high-energy peak in 
the electron energy distribution function (EEDF), observed near the anode. The group of low-
energy electrons consists of those prevented from striking the walls by the radial electric field (so 
called “trapped” electrons: they rotate as a solid body and their velocity distribution function is well 
described by a linear spline (Bugrova et al. 1992). The electrons that elastically collide with the 
walls (backscattered) belong to the “escaping” high-energy group. Clearly, their energy increases 
close to the anode. Finally, the “intermediate” group is formed by electrons with energy sufficient 
to reach the walls and undergoing inelastic collisions there. Correspondingly, the intermediate 
particle energy lies between the maximum energy of the trapped particles and the minimum energy 
of the escaping electrons. The total distribution varies with the location in the channel (see Fig. 11). 
In the electron generation zone (ionization and exit plane regions) only “trapped” electrons exist. 
The three groups of EEDF begins to be more evident as it goes from the generation zones towards 
the anode. 
 
Fig. 11 The general shape of an EEDF in HT: 1) “escaping”, 2) “trapped” and 3) “intermediate” electrons. For 
comparison the equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is reported with dashed line. 
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The deviation from Maxwellian behavior is further increased due to additional mechanisms, such as 
the presence of anisotropy due to the magnetic field (the electron temperature in the direction 
parallel to B can be 𝑇@,∥ ≈10 eV, several times smaller than the electron temperature perpendicular, 𝑇@,q ≈40 eV) and the interaction with the walls (loss cone and beam-like secondary electrons). 
The non-Maxwellian character has at the end macroscopic effects on global phenomena such as 
instability, wall losses and sheath, ionization rate, electron cross field mobility, etc. Controlling of 
electron transport and plasma-wall interaction could lead to a technologically superior thruster with 
larger efficiency. It is therefore necessary to describe the kinetic nature of the electron subsystem 
solving for the corresponding Boltzmann Eq. (1). 
In this regard, two different kinetic approaches can be found in literature, one using direct solvers of 
the Boltzmann Eq. (1) and the other using the well know Particle-in-Cell / Monte Carlo Collision 
(PIC-MCC) methodology (Hockney-Eastwood 1989 and Birdsall-Langdon 2005). The typical PIC-
MCC scheme has been presented in Sect 2.1 for ions. In fully kinetic PIC models of HTs (Taccogna 
et al. 2007, 2008a), the same operations done for ions are also processed for electrons and the 
collisional module is tackled by the Monte Carlo Collision approach (Taccogna 2015). Knowing the 
charge density on the mesh nodes, the self-consistent electric field is calculated by solving the 
Poisson equation. In the explicit version, a PIC-MCC model requires important constraints: 1) cell-
size Dx smaller than the Debye length; 2) timestep Dt smaller than the inverse of the plasma 
frequency; 3) particles not moving more than one cell during the timestep; 4) number of particles 
per cell larger than 50-100. With the typical HT plasma parameters, these give Dx<30 µm and 
Dt<5x10-12 s.    
3.1 Boltzmann solver models and electron energy distribution function (EEDF) 
Different studies have made use of the direct Boltzmann solver for electron distribution function. 
All heavily use approximations or fixed experimental values for some quantities in order to make 
the Boltzmann Eq. (1) mathematically manageable. Expressions for the EEDF have been derived in 
Fedotov et al. (1999), Shagayda (2012) and Shagayda and Tarasov (2017) neglecting the electron-
wall collision. The first have interpreted the EEDF as a beam-plasma electron distribution function 
with electron beam energy of several tens of eV. The contribution of the electron beam was shown 
to be essential in the ionization of the working gas. The latter two works have obtained an analytical 
solution of the electron kinetic equation in a homogeneous and non-homogeneous (density and 
temperature gradient effects) plasma. In the limit of large Hall parameter, the solution comes down 
to the product of the Maxwell function into a combination of modified Bessel functions of the first 
kind (Fig. 12). This kinetic corrections leads to significant rate of diffusion across the magnetic 
field when the drift velocity vd,e in the ExB direction is comparable with the thermal velocity of the 
electrons vth,e. 
 
Fig. 12 Electron velocity distribution function in uniform plasma for ve,d/ve,th=2 and for four different Hall parameters 
We=0.5, 1, 3.3 and 10. Here vy represent the azimuthal component. The figure is taken from Shagayda and Tarasov 
(2017). 
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Numerical solvers of the electron Boltzmann equation including the electron-wall collision with 
secondary electrons from the wall were implemented by Latocha et al. (2002) using a Hilbert 
expansion method and by Meezan-Cappelli (2002) using a two-term Lorentz approximation. The 
SEE yield and the emitted electron energy spectrum used were simplified (see Appendix 1). Both 
models shows that the EEDF is depleted at high energy due to electron loss to the walls and that 
electron wall-loss and wall-return frequencies are extremely low compared to those predicted by a 
Maxwellian of equal average energy. The very low frequency of wall collisions suggests that the 
space charge-saturation (SCS) limit does not appear and that NWC do not much contribute to the 
total cross-field transport. 
All previous Boltzmann solver models do not solve Poisson equation for the self-consistent field 
but they use local field limit, using the experimental results as inputs. The first numerical solution 
of the self-consistent Vlasov-Poisson system for electrons appeared with Morozov-Savelyev works 
(2002, 2004 and 2007) where the Debye layer is studied taking into account SEE. For the first time, 
an oscillatory quasi-periodic sheath behavior (sheath instability) and inverse Debye layer regimes 
have been observed beyond the SCS for high electron temperature. 
3.2 PIC Radial models: lateral sheaths, secondary electron emission and near-wall 
conductivity 
Particle models are suitable for simulating the non-neutral region attached to the dielectric walls in 
HT. They allows to solve self-consistently the Poisson equation (see Appendix 3 for the different 
software packages available) and to faithfully reproduce the complex phenomenon of SEE. As a 
consequence, a more quantitative assessment of the effect of NWC on the electron anomalous 
transport can be done since this mechanism strongly depends on the characteristic of the Debye 
layer and on the non-Maxwellian character of the electron distribution function. 
The dielectric nature of the walls implies that the potential must remain floating guarantying a net 
zero current collected at the wall Iw(t)=0. Generally, three way are developed to account for this: 
(a) using a capacitor-like equation  𝐶 +¼+, = 𝐼¬, (31) 
where the numerical parameter C can be interpreted as a surface capacitance and its value is chosen 
as a trade-off between low statistical noise and small response delay. Eq. (31) adjusts fw to counter 
the net charge accumulated at the wall; 
(b) solving for the general Poisson equation including the dielectric material and moving the 
boundary conditions at the end of the dielectrics: one extreme coincides with the axis of symmetry 
and therefore requires that 
+¤+O = 0 (32.a) 
while the other extreme represents the reference potential (Dirichelet condition) 𝜙æO = 𝜙O@*; (32.b) 
(c) solving Poisson equation using Neumann boundary conditions on both the plasma-wall 
interfaces assuming the electric field inside the material as negligible: 
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where sw is the surface charge density accumulated at the current PIC cycle. The ± sign referees to 
the outer and inner wall, respectively, if the reference system is set such that the inner wall 
represent the first mesh node and the outer wall the latest. 
The first PIC-MCC model of the electron radial dynamics in HT can be traced back to the work of 
Jolivet and Roussel (2000) who highlighted the importance of partial thermalization and penetration 
of secondary electrons leaving one sheath, crossing the channel and entering the opposite sheath. 
Following this seminal work, Taccogna et al. (2005a, 2006a, 2008b, 2009, 2014a) and Sidorenko et 
al. (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009) developed an explicit cylindrical and implicit cartesian, respectively, 
1D radial-3V PIC-MCC model of the plasma bounded between the channel walls with a 
sophisticated SEE module (see Appendix 1). The models only require as input parameters, a 
prescribed initial plasma distribution (density and temperature) and fixed axial electric field (range 
of 50-200 V/cm), radial magnetic field (about 100-200 Gauss) and neutral density. 
Among the many results obtained with these models (the depletion of electrons in the tail of the 
distribution above the sheath potential, the presence of secondary beam electrons and the anisotropy 
between radial and axial directions are evident in Fig. 13), we can mention: 
             
 
Fig. 13 Electron velocity distribution function (EVDF) projected on the radial (here indicated with x) and axial z 
components, decomposed in bulk primary and secondary electron components on the top. On the bottom the projection 
along the radial and the axial directions are reported showing the marked anisotropy Tex≪Tez. The vertical dashed lines 
represent the potential in the middle of the channel between the two walls. The SEE beams distributions are non-
symmetric due to the cyclotron rotation. Courtesy from D. Sydorenko. 
- the importance of secondary electron beam limiting the maximum electron temperature and 
producing most of the electron current to the walls with possible sheath and two-stream 
instabilities;  
- significant asymmetries at the inner and outer walls for the collected currents, the mean impact 
energy, and the sheath potentials, due to the combination of the geometric expansion (cylindrical 
geometry), the magnetic mirror effect, and the centrifugal force (emanating from the E × B drift); 
- the departures from the Boltzmann relation along the magnetic lines due to temperature anisotropy 
and non-uniformity, and to the centrifugal force; 
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- the detection of a new regime of plasma-wall interaction where the plasma-sheath system 
performs relaxation oscillations by switching quasi-periodically between the SCS and non-SCS 
states (see Fig. 14). The oscillation cycle starts when the sheath enters the SCS regime. Once a wall 
encounters an intense flux of cold electrons from the opposite wall, the SCS regime quenches, the 
high plasma potential restores, and a large number of cold secondary electrons become trapped 
inside the plasma. Then, these electrons are heated until the sheath becomes unstable again. 
 
Fig. 14 Temporal evolution of (a) SEE yield, (b) primary electron flux, (c) plasma potential and (d) averaged electron 
energy at the wall. Dashed vertical lines mark the beginning and the end of the relaxation sheath oscillation (RSO) 
period and the transition from SCS to non-SCS state. Dashed horizontal line in (a) marks a theoretical value of the 
critical emission coefficient  gSCS=0.983 for a Xe plasma with a Maxwellian distribution. The figure is taken from 
Sidorenko et al. (2009). 
Accounting for the depleted loss cone of the velocity space in the direction perpendicular to the 
wall, Kaganovich et al. (2007) provided analytical estimates of the wall potential, electron-wall 
collision frequencies, and energy loss frequency showing that the fluid approach leads to large 
overestimations of these quantities. 
Further developments of Taccogna and Sidorenko models have been carried out by Domínguez-
Vázquez et al. (2018a), and Campanell et al. (2012a, 2012b, 2012c, 2013, 2015), Wang et al. 
(2014), respectively. The first have implemented more sophisticated algorithms to adjust the mean 
neutral density to the desired mean plasma density, to avoid the refreshing of axially accelerated 
particles by ignoring the effect of Ez on updating the axial velocity and to correctly weigh low-
density secondary electron populations. The second recover regimes of sheath instability and 
inverse sheath when the SEE yield induced by secondary beam electrons emitted from the other 
wall exceeds 1. Furthermore, they have shown the importance of secondaries energy spectrum and 
the amplification mechanism due to back-reflection of secondary electrons. 
A two-dimensional extension of the radial sheath model has been implemented by F. Zhang et al. 
(2011, 2014) to detect spatial modulation of the sheath along the axial dimension for very large 
secondary electron emission. Another two-dimensional sheath model studying the effect of 
emissive grooved surfaces (mimicking the effect of the ion erosion on the lateral walls) have been 
done by Schweigert et al. (2018). 
Finally, deserving of mention are also particular kinetic approaches used in the works of Ahedo-De 
Pablo (2007) and Miedzik et al. (2015) who have used semi-analytical approaches and quasi-neutral 
PIC with guiding center approximation, respectively, to solve the plasma-surface transition region 
in HT. The first work takes into account the combined effects of partial depletion of the main 
electron population and partial recollection of the SEE beams by using a partial thermalization 
parameter. Simple expressions for sheath, particle and energy losses were derived. The 
approximations done into the model were valid for magnetic lines perpendicular to the wall and 
gate freely, then !2 ¼ !1;b and the total emission coeffi-
cient is ! " !2=!1 ¼ !p=ð1 þ !p % !bÞ, where !p;b ¼
!2;p;b=!1;p;b are the partial emission coefficients for the
aforementioned components [13,14]. The SCL regime es-
tablishes when !> !cr, which requires
!p > !crð1% !bÞ=ð1% !crÞ: (1)
In addition, !p cannot exceed the maximum !max of the
curve ‘‘emission coefficient versus the energy of primary
electrons.’’ Such a curve describes SEE properties of a
material. The maximum !max and the corresponding pri-
mary electron energy depend on the material [15].
Condition (1) can be satisfied for !p < !max provided
!b > 1% ð!max=!crÞð1% !crÞ: (2)
If the beam energy is low and (2) is not satisfied, the SCL
sheath does not appear no matter how big is the plasma
bulk electron energy. Note, !cr corresponds to the SEE
intensity at which the secondary electron space charge sets
the sheath electric field near the wall to zero. The charge
density profile in the sheath, and the !cr, depend on the
EVDF of the plasma and emitted electrons. For qualitative
estimates wi h (1) and (2), one can use !cr of a plasma with
a Maxwellian EVDF [2].
If the secondary electron beam energy ensures (2), and
the heating of the plasma is strong, one can expect that the
SCL sheath will eventually appear once criterion (1) is
satisfied. However, simulation reveals that even in this
case, the SCL sheath regime does not become a steady
state. Instead, an instability related with a negative differ-
ential conductivity of the sheath layer appears [8,16], and a
new regime with relaxation oscillations of the sheath be-
tween SCL and non-SCL states is observed. This regime is
described in the present Letter.
The relaxation oscillations are obtained in electrostatic
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of a plasma slab bounded
by dielectric walls with SEE (see Fig. 1). The PIC code
[11,14], based on the direct implicit algorithm [17], re-
solves one spatial coordinate and three velocity compo-
nents for the electrons, the ion motion is normal to the
walls. The SEE properties approximate that of boron-
nitride ceramics [18]. The electron temperature is sus-
tained by crossed constant external electric and magnetic
fields. Electrons perform elastic and inelastic (ionization
and excitation) collisions with neutral atoms of constant
density. The anomalous electron transport across the mag-
netic field [19,20] is included via the additional ‘‘turbu-
lent’’ collisions, which randomly scatter electrons in the
plane parallel to the walls [21].
A representative simulation discussed below is carried
out with the parameters typical to Hall thrusters [10]: the
external electric field Ez ¼ 200 V=cm, the distance be-
tween the walls H ¼ 2:5 cm, the magnetic field Bx ¼
100 Gauss, the xenon neutral gas density na ¼
1018 m%3, the initial plasma density ne0 ¼ 1017 m%3. In
order to demonstrate the SCL regime, the electron heating
is enhanced by the increased turbulent collisions frequency
"t ¼ 2:8 ' 106 s%1. The simulation area 0< x<H is
divided into 1903 cells, the initial number of electron and
ion macroparticles is about 1:9 ' 106.
The simulation reve ls short periods when the emission
coefficient exceeds !cr [Fig. 2(a)], the primary electron
flux to the wall more then doubles [Fig. 2(b)], and the
plasma potential relative to the walls drops by a few Volts
[Fig. 2(c)]. This is an SCL state with a nonmonotonic
potential profile in the sheath (curve 1 in Fig. 3). Every
SCL state in Fig. 2 is followed by a much longer non-SCL
state, with !< !cr and a monotonic potential profile in the
sheath (curve 2 in Fig. 3). Below, the observed global
oscillations of the plasma parameters are r ferred to as
the relaxation sheath oscillations (RSO). A distinctive
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the simulation model. Positions
of the walls are x ¼ 0 and x ¼ H.
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weak enough axial (parallel to the wall) electric field Ez. On the contrary, the second work aimed to 
study the effect of inclination of the magnetic field with respect to the channel walls. It has been 
shown that oblique magnetic field significantly impacts the electron temperature anisotropy, the 
plasma sheath parameters, and the SEE yield. To a lesser extent, the cross-field electron drift is also 
affected, but the modification was found only significant for field lines near grazing incidence with 
the walls. 
3.3 PIC axisymmetric models: Axial acceleration mechanism and ion erosion 
Different 2D(r,z) axisymmetric models (Taccogna et al. 2004a, 2005b, 2006b, Liu et al. 2008, 
Matyash et al. 2010, Yu et al. 2011, 2012, Kronhaus et al. 2012, Quing et al. 2014, Szabo et al. 
2014, Cho et al. 2013, 2015 and Kahnfeld et al. 2018) have been developed to simulate the channel 
discharge and part of the near-field plume region. Often, numerical tricks, such as smaller ion to 
electron mass ratio, larger vacuum permittivity and geometrical scaling (Taccogna et al. 2005c), are 
used to alleviate the high computationally demanding constraints of fully kinetic PIC models in 
order to accelerate the simulation execution. The obvious problem related to these different scaling 
schemes is that some important non-dimensional plasma parameters are not conserved with 
consequences on non-linear phenomena associated with these parameters (e.g., plasma sheath, 
instability, etc.). 
The extension of the radial model to include the axial coordinate allows to self-consistent sustain 
the discharge by taking into account the source terms due to the axial contribution (electrons from 
the plume or ionization zone, and ions from the ionization zone). In fact, in all the models that do 
not include explicitly the axial dimension z, the way to sustain plasma is unavoidably artificial. In 
these cases the simulation starts with an initial plasma distribution and a global neutrality is 
garanteed injecting the right number of electrons / ions necessary to keep the total number of 
macropaticles fixed. This maintains an average constant value of density and roughly models a 
random flux of particles representing the axial source term. Differently, in the two-dimensional 
axisymmetric representation, the simulation can start from the scratch and the discharge ignition 
phase can be reproduced. Taccogna et al. (2006b) and H. Liu et al. (2008) have used their models to 
describe the start transient phase. 
Given the lack of the azimuthal coordinate, anomalous transport induced by the azimuthal 
fluctuation is modeled through an equivalent collision frequency (see Sect. 2.4) 𝜈@,w>« = = 𝜔4@ 
whose only effect is to scatter the electron velocity without adding or subtract energy from 
electrons. The parameter b (16 is its fully turbulent Bohm limit) is used as axially dependent free 
parameter to best match experimental quantities (discharge current, anode efficiency and thrust): its 
value ranges between 50 and 500 (see Fig. 15). Due to the axisymmetric character, this class of 
simulations captures many physical features of the discharge, including wall effects, breathing 
mode (when neutral dynamics is included) and ion transit time oscillations and is able to quite 
reasonably predict global performances (less than 20% in thrust and discharge current) and current-
voltage characteristics of HT. Axial profiles of plasma parameters often compare well with 
experimental measurements. For this reason, these models are used to investigate different variant 
of HT (cathodic arc as in Lüskow et al. 2018)  and in particular alternative magnetic field 
configurations (the ATON double stage type by Liu et al. 2008 and Yu et al. 2012, CAMILA design 
by Kronhaus et al. 2012, and HEMPT by Matyash et al. 2010 and Kahnfeld et al. 2018) and the 
effect of intermediate segmented electrodes (by Yu et al. 2011 and Quing et al. 2014). 
Axisymmetric models can diagnose the particle and energy flow to the walls as a function of the 
axial coordinate they can also assess the wall erosion due to ion sputtering (see Sect. 2.7). The 
effect of the cathode location (often out-of-axis) in the plume cannot be captured. 
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Fig. 15 Effect of the anomalous collision 𝜈@,w>« with b=16 on the plasma potential and mean kinetic electron energy: (a) 
Plasma potential (V) using anomalous collision 𝜈@,w>« overlaid with ion-stream traces, (b) plasma potential (V) without 
anomalous collision overlaid with ion-stream traces, (c) mean kinetic energy of electrons (eV) using anomalous 
collision 𝜈@,w>«, and (d) mean kinetic energy of electrons (eV) without anomalous collision. Results come from 2D-
axisymmetric PIC model for HT operation condition of 750 V discharge voltage and 2 mg/s Xe mass flow rate (Cho et 
al. 2015). 
3.4 PIC Azimuthal models: the electron cyclotron drift instability 
As seen in the previous Sect. 3.3, axisymmetric models use empirical, adjustable cross-field 
mobility to take into account the anomalous transport induced by azimuthal modulations. It has 
been proved (Lafleur et al. 2016b and Lafleur 2017) that it can be written in the following form: 𝜇q,Í = é¤X=aX ê>iëìí>ië . (34) 
The brackets <> represents the correlation between the azimuthal modulations of electron density 
and azimuthal electric field. One of the most likely candidate to drive such a fluctuation is the large 
Hall current flowing in the azimuthal direction. It is the origin of a microscopic instability, known 
as ExB electron drift instability (EDI). It results from the shifting of electron Bernstein waves 
toward low ion acoustic frequencies by the Doppler effect induced by the large ExB electron drift 
velocity vde. The solution of the corresponding dispersion relation shows that when components 
along the magnetic field are neglected, wave numbers result to have large resonances at discrete 
values: 𝑘Í,> = 𝑛 îïiðái  (35) 
while the frequency is close to the ion plasma frequency 𝜔 ≈ îV√;  (at the maximum growth rate). 
For non-zero kr, the discrete nature disappears and the solution of the dispersion relation simplifies 
to a modified ion-acoustic type relation. 
This instability has been analyzed in detail by different 1D-azimuthal PIC models (Ducrocq et al. 
2006, Boeuf 2014, Lafleur et al. 2016a, Jahnunen et al. 2018a and Katz et al. 2018) assuming fixed 
axial electric and radial magnetic fields in cartesian geometry and using a periodicity length along 
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the azimuthal coordinate always smaller than the real one. Steady state solutions are only obtained 
if particle loss from the virtual axial boundaries is included: particles are still tracked along the axial 
direction and each electron (resp. ion) leaving the simulation domain on the anode (resp. cathode) 
side is replaced by a new electron (resp. ion) at the cathode (resp. anode) side. This particle re-
injection mechanism, necessary to avoid undesirable secular effect and to mimic the axial transport, 
works at the end as extra collision in the model. 
All these studies have confirmed a significant fluctuation amplitude of ExB drift instability 
characterized during the linear stage by high-frequency (of the order of MHz) and discrete number 
of short-wavelengths (of the order of mm) corresponding to the first cyclotron harmonics Eq. (35). 
An important feature observed is the difference in the ion and electron density fluctuations. While 
the electron density perturbations are lower amplitude, the ion density perturbations have much 
larger amplitude and contain much shorter wavelength (non-quasineutral) content with kqλDe ≥ 1. 
(a) (b)  (c)  
Fig. 16  (a) Temporal evolution of the electron density profile along the azimuthal direction y. (b) Electron and ion 
density azimuthal profiles at t=4 µs and (c) amplitude of electron density spectral components [the first five cyclotron 
harmonics Eq. (35) are shown]. Results come from 1D-azimuthal cartesian PIC model using an azimuthal domain of 
Ly=5 cm and a number of particles per cell of Nppc=2.5x104. 
The saturation mechanisms of the instability have been identified in the electron heating, 
deformation of the electron distribution function projected along the azimuthal direction and ion-
wave trapping. No consensus have been found instead on the nonlinear stage evolution of the 
instability: some models (Ducrocq et al. 2006, Boeuf 2014, Lafleur et al. 2016a) show a transition 
of the mode into the regime of the ion-sound instability typical of un-magnetized plasmas, while 
other models (Jahnunen et al. 2018a) suggest that the magnetic field remains important in the 
mechanism of the instability, electron heating, and transport. In fact, it seems that the criteria for the 
nonlinear resonance broadening (the only possible mechanism responsible for the destruction of 
cyclotron resonances and electron demagnetization in 1D) is not satisfied and the instability 
continues to proceed as a coherent mode driven at the main cyclotron resonance n=1 [Eq. (1)] well 
into the non-linear stage. Strong inverse energy cascade towards longer wavelengths was identified 
and it was shown that the anomalous current is dominated by the long wavelength modes. This 
discrepancy can be attributed to the intrinsic limitation of missing the axial coordinate: the 
convection of the instability (due to a finite group velocity) away from the simulation region is not 
correctly modelled and extra numerical collisions are induced by the re-injection method. This 
conclusion is supported by the fact that: (a) varying the acceleration length and/or ion drift velocity 
has a significant effect on the electron transport; (b) the computed cross-field mobility has very 
large values (one order of magnitude larger) compared with that found in a real HT. The last point 
is also related to the fact that the acceleration field Ez is externally imposed and kept fixed, while 
one expects that an increase of the local mobility would yield a decrease of the local electric field, 
which would reduce the drift velocity and control the possible instabilities leading to the anomalous 
electron transport. 
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The one-azimuthal models have further limitations due to their 1D nature. First, the fluctuations are 
expected to have a 3D structure as measurements (Tsikata et al. 2010) indicate. Secondly, short 
wavelength instabilities with a significantly large component along the magnetic field reduce to the 
unmagnetized (ion-sound) form as seen from the analytical solution of the dispersion relation. 
Recent models (Héron-Adam 2013, Hara-Cho 2017, Croes et al. 2017, Jahnunen et al. 2018b, 
Tavant et al. 2018, Taccogna et al. 2019) have added the radial coordinate resolving the direction 
along the magnetic field and accounting for the sheath boundary conditions. They have shown that 
the full ion sound regime is not realized, but a more effective regime of discrete cyclotron 
resonance instabilities (again inverse cascade towards low wavenumbers) occur. The magnetic field 
remains to be a defining feature of ExB drift instability for HT operational regime. Finally, a long 
wavelength modified-two-stream instability (MTSI) is also detected, responsible for alternating 
radial jets along the azimuthal direction. 
 
Fig. 17 Evolution of the azimuthal ion density (top) and electron density (bottom) k-spectra over time at a particular 
radial location between the two walls, plotted as log10ñi,e. Discrete peaks corresponding to the first cyclotron harmonics 
Eq. (35) are evident while the lowest peak (after 0.5 μs) is the MTSI mode. Results from 2D(radial, azimuthal) PIC 
model (Jahnunen et al. 2018b). 
Another important aspect that these models can handle is the coupling between SEE and ExB EDI 
assessing the relative importance of these two phenomena on the electron anomalous transport. It 
has been recently shown (Tavant et al. 2018, Taccogna et al. 2019) that the electron radial heating 
due to ExB EDI can induce a larger SEE, but this, in turn, can help the ExB EDI saturation by 
cooling the electrons. As a result, it was observed that the anomalous electron cross-field mobility 
in the bulk plasma (induced by ExB EDI) decreases by 20% as the effective SEE coefficient 
increases. At the same time, when the SEE coefficient increases from 0 to its critical value sSCS (see 
Sect. 2.3), the near-wall mobility increases by a factor 2. Therefore, the total mobility is found to 
remain almost constant. 
Finally, a regime of relaxation sheath oscillations observed in 1D-radial model (Sydorenko et al. 
2009) has been also observed in the 2D(r,q) model of Tavant et al. (2018). In particular, three 
regimes have been identified when varying the effective SEE coefficient. For low SEE rates, the 
plasma sheath at the walls has a typical monotonic spatial profile. This region is stable. For high 
SEE rates, a potential well is observed to form near the wall due to space charge effects associated 
with intense electron emission. This saturated regime is also found to be stable. However, for 
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intermediate SEE rates, an oscillatory behavior is observed where the potential profile changes 
between those for a standard monotonic sheath, and the saturated sheath. 
As seen before, missing the axial coordinate is a possible candidate of discrepancies and 
inconsistencies among the different results obtained. 2D(q,z) models (Adam et al. 2004, Coche and 
Garrigues 2014, Lafleur and Chabert 2018, Lafleur et al. 2018, Boeuf and Garrigues 2018, Katz et 
al. 2018, Taccogna et al. 2019), in the two possible versions (prescribed neutral or ionization source 
term profiles), take naturally into account the finite axial length and the wave convection, 
density/temperature axial gradients and axial magnetic field profile. Differently from the results 
obtained with some 1D(azimuthal) and 2D(azimuthal-radial) models, the scaling of wavelength 
(𝜆 ∼ 𝜆ô@), frequency (𝜔 ∼ 𝜔S) and amplitude of the azimuthal field (|𝐸Í|~ õiö÷i|) obtained within 
azimuthal-axial models is consistent with an ion acoustic character of the instability. 
        
Fig. 18 On the left, two dimensional axial-azimuthal distributions of the azimuthal electric field Ey (range between -
5x104 and 5x104 V/m) and of the ion density ni (range between 0 and 5x1017 m-3), using the axial distributions of the 
magnetic field and ionization rate shown on top of the contour plots. The axial and azimuthal coordinates are 
represented with x and y, respectively (cartesian approximation). On the right, y-vy phase space of the ions in the last 
part of the discharge channel close to the exit plane (top) and ion velocity distribution function (azimuthally integrated) 
at three axial positions (bottom). Results from Boeuf and Garrigues (2018). 
Generally speaking for all the azimuthal models, it has been shown that results are also very 
sensitive to the numerical parameters used. Instabilities require a very good resolution both in 
space/time and particle number, in order to have the modes well represented and running up to non-
linear and saturation regimes. In particular, numerical noise is responsible for the destruction of 
electron cyclotron resonance and facilitates the transition to an ion acoustic instability. It seems that 
an acceptable statistical level corresponds to a number of particles per cell larger than 1000. 
For two years now, a dedicated project named LANDMARK (Low temperature magnetized plasma 
benchmarks) has been developed to get a better understanding of non-fusion ExB plasmas (where 
electrons are strongly magnetized while ions are not). In particular, the project addresses physics 
issues related to the influence of instability and plasma-wall interaction on anomalous electron 
transport in ExB device and defines benchmark test cases for PIC, hybrid and fluid models. 
Finally, another approach used to study the effect of azimuthal electric field on the electron 
trajectory is the Test Particle Monte Carlo model (Taccogna et al. 2010). It does not solve for self-
consistent field as PIC method, but rather use the field characterized by PIC as input data. The study 
shows as the electron trajectory elongation along the axial direction towards the anode is a function 
of the field amplitude and that the distribution functions of jump size and waiting time (elapsed 
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between two successive jumps) of electron guiding centers show the presence of tails, typical of 
Lévy-flight transport. 
3.5 3D PIC models 
It is clear from previous reduced-dimensional models how results are strongly affected by missing 
some coordinates and how all the three coordinates non-linearly interfere among each other; in 
particular, it has been shown by the different 2D models that the radial dynamics (lateral sheaths 
with SEE) is strongly correlated with the azimuthal fluctuations and how the axial acceleration is an 
important saturation mechanism of the ExB EDI instability. 
Curiously, the first 3D kinetic attempt to model HT, dates back to 90’s by the pioneering works of 
Hirakawa and Arakawa (1995 and 1996) who applied PIC-MCC technique to a SPT50 using 
artificially small ion mass and large vacuum permittivity. Nowadays, the only 3D models are able 
to simulate miniaturized version of HT (Minelli and Taccogna 2018, Taccogna and Minelli 2018) 
and microwave ion thruster (Takao et al. 2014). 
 
Fig. 19 Three-dimensional distributions of plasma potential (left) and electron density (right) as a result of 3D 
cylindrical PIC simulating one azimuthal sector (q=p/20, i.e. one fortieth of the total azimuthal size) of a HT discharge 
channel. 
Another important mechanism which can induce under some operative regimes an efficient electron 
cross-field transport in ExB device is the rotating spoke mode (Ellison et al. 2012). It consists of an 
azimuthal low frequency (kHz range), high wavelength (several centimetres) ionization oscillation 
moving azimuthally with a phase velocity 𝑣X ≈ 0.2 ë and presents in the near-anode or near-
plume regions of the discharge. It has been recently investigated by 3D PIC models (Tang et al. 
2012, Matyash et al 2017). 
3.6 Kinetic Models of the Plume 
Several physical phenomena controlling the functioning of HTs take place in the near-field region 
of the plume: residual ion acceleration (one third of the potential drop occurs in the plume), 
anomalous electron transport from the cathode to the entrance of the channel, further ionization, 
ion-neutral charge exchange, ion beam neutralization, asymmetry induced by the cathode location. 
Therefore, understanding the plasma physics involved in this region is crucial for the improvement 
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and optimization of HT. Often, models developed to study this region are fluid or hybrid (Taccogna 
et al. 2002, 2004b, 2014b and Domínguez-Vázquez et al. 2018b, see previous Sect. 2) considering 
always the electrons as Maxwellian. However, due to the complexity of this transition region, and 
in particular to the following elements: (a) magnetic field still large enough to magnetized 
electrons; (b) collisions not sufficient to guarantee the equilibrium; (c) strong plasma/fields 
gradients; (d) non-neutrality very close to the exit plane; (e) possible secondary electron emission at 
the front plane of the thruster; (f) electron collision-less cooling: the electron does not follow the 
Boltzmann (g=1) nor the simple adiabatic expansion (g=5/3) relations: 𝑇@ ∝ 𝑛@ø¸=. (36) 
The best fitting value of g for SPT-100 ranges between 1.2 and 1.5 (Giono et al. 2017), indicating 
the existence of non-trivial kinetic heat fluxes. 
(a) (b)  
Fig. 20 Three-dimensional structure of (a) plasma potential and (b) electron density in the near-field plume region of a 
HT. The cathode (blue parallelepiped) is evident on the top and the axial coordinate is x. 
In order to take into account these kinetic effects, three different approaches have been developed. 
3D simulations of electron trajectories in a non-self-consistent electric field (obtained from plasma 
potential measurements) have been performed by Smith-Cappelli (2010a and 2010b) in order to 
better understand the near-field electron transport from the cathode to the channel entrance. They 
show that the three-dimensionality of the E and B fields (e.g., non-axisymmetric E or B fields), 
together with electron-wall collisions, appears to be important drivers of cross-field transport in this 
region of the discharge, and could lead to sufficient levels of electron transport to the channel 
without invoking plasma turbulence. 
A classical self-consistent fully kinetic PIC model has been developed by Oudini et al. (2013) and 
Hu and Wang (2015) to investigates the very near-field region of the plume. Results show the effect 
of the magnetization of electrons on the plasma expansion and the importance of electron-wall 
interaction on the thruster exit plane. Furthermore, results evidence the presence of azimuthal 
fluctuations mainly in the region located between the exhaust plan and the cathode. 
Finally, Merino et al. (2018) studied the problem of electron cooling in the plume treating them as 
unmagnetized and collisionless. The model exploits the conservation of mechanical energy and 
angular momentum about the plume axis, and the adiabaticity of the radial action integral, to 
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integrate the electron Vlasov equation. Phase space is divided into regions of four different types: 
free electrons, reflected electrons, empty regions, and doubly-trapped electrons. 
3.7 Zero Dimensional Global and Collisional Radiative Models 
A separate treatment deserves the presentation of particular kinetic approach such as global and 
collisional radiative (CR) models. 
Global models use particle and energy balance equations to provide a volume-averaged 0D study of 
the discharge performance. The early versions of this model required input of the measured plasma 
parameters and have been developed for the magnetic ring cusp gridded ion thruster (Goebel 1982 
and Brophy 1984). It was later improved by including self-consistent calculations of the neutral 
pressure, electron temperature, and charged particle recycling in the thruster volume (Goebel et al. 
2007). Goebel (2008) adapted the global model to also study the RF ion thruster discharge. The 
model does not describe the power transfer from the RF generator to the plasma, and does not treat 
the neutral gas heating. These improvements were obtained by Chabert et al. (2012) and Grondein 
et al. (2016) by using atomic (Xe) and molecular (I2) gas propellant, respectively. 
CR models instead determine the exited energy states (ground and metastables) of atomic and ion 
population by using electron-induced excitation, de-excitation and ionization collisions, and 
spontaneous radiative de-excitation transitions. Often these models, developed for Ar and Xe, use 
Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution for electrons and a delta function at the nominal 
accelerated energy for ions (Dressler et al. 2009 and Yang et al. 2010) with a uniform, quasi-neutral 
and optically thin plasma. CR models are used as calibration of passive optical diagnostic to convert 
absolute or relative line emission intensities into plasma parameters such as the electron 
temperature. 
 
4 Conclusions: the future of HT modeling 
Hall Thrusters represent probably one of the richest device of low temperature plasma phenomena. 
This variety must naturally come to terms with a certain difficulty in characterizing HTs from a 
theoretical-analytical and experimental point of view. The mathematical treatment is simply 
impractical due to the enormous number of degrees of freedom non-linearly coupled that are 
involved, while experimental diagnostic techniques are often invasive, difficult to implement 
(inaccessibility if one wants to characterize the plume behavior into the Space environments or 
wants measure quantities inside the discharge channel due to the small size of some HTs), very 
expensive and sometime unreliable for the basic assumptions on which they are based. Therefore, it 
represents the typical case where computer modeling, bridge between theory and observation, shed 
light on the HT physics.   
In the last thirty years the role of HT numerical models is continuously increased. The two main 
approaches, fluid and kinetic, have not only been used to gain insight and understand the complex 
physical mechanisms that, interacting with each other, give rise to the global HT operation, but they 
have also been used to predict HT performances under non-conventional configurations and 
discover new physical effects. Although fluid models are fast tools capable of giving a fairly 
faithful representation of the HT global behavior (ionization, confinement and acceleration 
mechanisms), they need some ad-hoc quantities to fit experimental measurements. This is due to the 
fact that some aspects are deeply related to the non-equilibrium character of electrons and to the 
development of collective self-organized micro-structures on the Debye length scale. Kinetic 
models have revealed the impact of the deviation of the electron energy distribution from the 
Maxwellian one, the non-classical regimes of the lateral sheaths (non-monotonic and dynamic), the 
intimate nature of micro-instabilities enhancing the electron transport across the magnetic field 
lines, the neutralization and cooling mechanisms in the expanding plume. Among the different 
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kinetic approaches, the particle-based methodology is showing as the most effective due to the fact 
that HT is the typical case where we know the fundamental laws that govern it, but we are simply 
unable to work out their consequences. 
Of course, the power of this approach is directly related to the progress in computer science, high-
performance computing and numerical algorithms. Future models will be able to simulate the 
plasma behavior in larger computational domains (moving the boundaries farther and reducing their 
artificial impact) spanning a larger time interval and with a better statistical level (reduction of the 
numerical noise due to the discrete nature of PIC model) in three dimensions. These models will be 
able to produce increasingly consistent results, less affected by numerical contaminations leading to 
real numerical experiments with a huge quantity of computed data. HT modeling will experience a 
transition from computationally-intensive to data-intensive problems. In this context, the coupling 
of predictive HT plasma models with new computational techniques (machine and deep learning, 
complex network theory, optimization algorithms) will lead to a new era of thruster technology 
where empirical methods in R&D will leave the place to more rigorous and less risky methods, in 
which new results, new combinations of discharge geometry, electromagnetic configuration, 
propellant chemistry and wall material will be directly suggested by computers through the 
modeling. This huge effort will require a new kind of collaboration inside the HT modeling 
community where many groups from different institutions will provide their skills and resources to 
create a common platform, widespread virtual laboratory of electric propulsion. 
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Appendix 1: Secondary electron emission models 
Secondary electron emission (SEE) induced by electron impact on dielectric surfaces is a complex 
phenomenon which involve elastic and inelastic scattering of electron in its transport inside the 
material. The emission of secondaries can also involve not only the primary electron (coming from 
the plasma) itself, but by an electron cascade process also electrons belonging to the material. Due 
to the fast timescale of the process, its implementation in PIC model can be done by a 
phenomenological approach. It is important to note that in PIC models the secondary electrons are 
generated instantaneously when a primary electron hits the surface. This assumption is well 
justified, since the time lag of secondary emission is estimated to be 10-13-10-14 s, i.e., much shorter 
than the timestep used for PIC relevant to HT plasma parameters. The phenomenological models of 
SEE are based on the two main quantities representing SEE (Villemant et al. 2017): 1) the yield 
SEY s, number of electrons emitted per incident electron; 2) energy and angular spectrum of 
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secondaries emitted d2s/dEdW. Both are mainly functions of the incident electron energy Ep, angle 
of impact qp, wall temperature Tw and electron irradiation (aging). 
The dependence of the yield from the primary electron energy follows an universal (the same for all 
materials) behavior that can be represented by 5 parameters: 1) s0 value of SEY at Ep=0; 2) 
maximum value of SEY smax; 3-4) first and second crossover energy E* and E** corresponding to 
the lower and higher, respectively, primary energy giving s(Ep)=1; 5) incident electron energy 
corresponding to the maximum yield Emax. The following order always fulfills: E*<Emax<E**. For 
HT typical regimes (Ep<1 keV) and dielectric materials used, only two parameters are important, s0 
and E* (see Figa. 21(a-b) and Tab. III). For a given primary energy, SEY increases with increasing 
angle of incidence θp. Concerning the wall temperature and electron irradiation dependences, s0 
decreases while E* increases with electron irradiation and Tw (Tondu et al. 2011 and Belhaj et al. 
2015), making the SEE process more negligible for hotter and highly irradiated surfaces. 
 
(c) (d)  
Fig. 21 (a) Total SEE yields as a function of primary electron energy (Tondu et al. 2011) for some HT wall materials 
with (b) zoom view around the first crossover energy (indicated with arrows). (c) Components of SEY as a function of 
impact electron energy and (d) energy spectrum ds/dE of secondary electrons emitted by a beam of electrons with 
energy Ep=50 eV. The energy range of the three different secondary populations, (1) elastic backscattered, (2) true 
secondaries and (3) inelastic backscattered, is evident. SEYs and energy spectrum are computed using the Furman-Pivi 
(2002) model for Al2O3 surface. 
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Wall Material s0 E* (eV) 
Al2O3 0.57 22 
BN 0.24 45 
SiO2 0.5 18 
BNSiO2 0.54 40 
SiC 0.69 43 
Tab. III Typical values of SEY at Ep=0 and first crossover energy for wall materials relevant for HTs (Barral et al. 
2003, Dunaevsky et al. 2003, Tondu et al. 2011 and Villemant et al. 2017). 
Concerning the energy spectrum of the emitted electrons (see Fig. 21(c-d)), three different 
populations can be distinguished: 1) high-energy electrons corresponding to primary electrons 
backscattered from the surface (their energy is slightly below the incident electron energy); 2) true 
secondary electrons belonging to the material and representing the low-energy part of the spectrum; 
3) primary electrons diffused inside the material and having suffered inelastic collisions (their 
energy range is between the true secondaries and the peak of backscattered electrons). The yield of 
each secondary electron has a proper behavior as a function of the incident energy. The 
backscattering and inelastic SEYs se and sr grow with the decrease of Ep, while the yield of true 
secondary electrons sts decreases and reaches zero at an energy of about the width of the potential 
gap between vacuum and the upper level of the valence band. Therefore, the total yield s=se+sr+sts 
could have a distinguishable minimum in the low energy region (Ep<10 eV). The angular spectrum 
of emitted electrons shows always an isotropic distribution over the azimuthal angle q, while the 
polar angle j has a cosine (Lambertian) distribution for true secondaries and a more complex 
distribution depending of the angle of impact for the elastic and inelastic backscattered electrons.    
Depending on the number of parameters used, three different phenomenological models have been 
proposed: 
1) Linear law model 
It represents the simplest model where only s0 and E* are used to represent the total yield following 
a linear relation 𝜎(𝐸) = 𝜎l + ëë∗ (1 − 𝜎l). (37)	
All electrons are emitted with a half-Maxwellian distribution with Tsee=2 eV. Their angular 
distribution is isotropic over the azimuthal angle q and cosine law over the polar angle j, and 
independent of the primary electron angle of incidence. 
2) Modified Vaughan Model 
It was proposed by Sydorenko (2006) and makes use of the Vaughan (1989) fitting formula 𝜎ùwÐú(𝐸, 𝜃) = 𝜎0wü(𝜃)ý𝑣(𝐸, 𝜃)𝑒=¸ð(ë,Í)þÿ (38) 
where 𝑣(𝐸, 𝜃) = ë¸ë¤ë!"#(Í)¸ë¤, 𝐸0wü(𝜃) = 𝐸0wü,l à1 + ÿ¯ 𝜃?â, 𝜎0wü(𝜃) = 𝜎0wü,l à1 + ÿ¯ 𝜃?â and 𝑘 =$0.62		𝐸 < 𝐸0wü0.25			𝐸 > 𝐸0wü, to define the partial yields for the different secondaries: 
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(𝐸, 𝜃) = (1 − 𝑟@ − 𝑟O)𝜎ùwÐú(𝐸, 𝜃) (39.c) 
where 𝑣=(𝐸) = ë¸ëi,¤ëi,!"#¸ëi,¤ and 𝑣?(𝐸) = ë¸ëi,!"#∆ . 
The energy spectrum of secondaries is prescribed as follows: the backscattered electrons keep the 
primary energy, the energy of inelastically backscattered electrons is considered to be uniformly 
distributed between zero and the energy of the incident electron and the true secondaries are emitted 
with a half-Maxwellian distribution with Tsee=2 eV. The same angular spectrum of the linear model 
is used. 
The total number of parameters used is 9 and their values for BN are reported in Tab. IV. 
E0 (eV) k smax,0 Emax,0 (eV) re Ee,0 se,max Ee,max (eV) ri 
13 1 3 500 0.03 2 0.55 10 0.07 
Tab. IV Parameters used in the Modified Vaughan Model for BN material. 
3) Furman-Pivi Model 
It represents the most sophisticated SEE model able to fit in detail the three partial SEY behaviors 
as a function of impact energy and angle (with the possibility of emission of n>1 secondaries) 
(Furman and Pivi 2002). The three yields for normal incidence (in Fig. 21(b) is reported their 
behavior for BN in the energy range 0-100 eV) are 𝜎@(𝐸, 0) = 𝜎@, + 𝜎l − 𝜎@, 𝑒¸ë/ëi (40.a) 𝜎O(𝐸, 0) = 𝜎O, + 1 − 𝑒¸ë/ë (40.b) 𝜎,(𝐸, 0) = ¶!"#ë.(¸=aë.¾)=¸¶i(ë,l)¸¶(ë,l) (40.c) 
where E’=E/Emax. The incident-angle dependence is implemented assuming the same form for all 
three components of SEY. Specifically, for the backscattered and redifussed components 𝜎@(𝐸, 𝜃) = 𝜎@(𝐸, 0)[1 + 𝑒=(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒@𝜃)] (41.a) 𝜎O(𝐸, 𝜃) = 𝜎O(𝐸, 0)[1 + 𝑟=(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒O𝜃)] (41.b) 
and for the true-secondary component 𝜎,(𝐸, 𝜃) = 𝜎,(𝐸, 0)[1 + 𝑡=(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒,𝜃)] (41.c) 𝐸0(𝐸, 𝜃) = 𝐸0(𝐸, 0)[1 + 𝑡;(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒,1𝜃)] (41.d) 
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The emitted energy (see Fig. 21(c)) and angular spectrum are also functions of impact energy and 
angle and their calculation requires a complex implementation [see Furman and Pivi (2002) for 
details]. This precision is at the expense of the computational complexity and the high number of 
free parameters (42) necessary to implement the model and that makes it not very useful for a 
parametric study of the effect of the walls on the plasma behavior inside HT. 
 
Appendix 2: Ion Erosion model 
 
One critical issue of Hall thruster is the wall erosion since with the existence of a radial electric 
field inside the channel, ions generate downstream interact with walls (see Sect. 2.5). The erosion 
rate in eroded thickness by units of time can be expressed as: 
 𝑅 = 0W𝒩"3W ΓS,q𝑌(𝜀S,H, 𝜃S,H), (42) 
 
where the properties of the wall materials are characterized through mass 𝑚¬ and mass density 𝜌¬, 𝒩w is the Avogadro’s number, and ΓS,q is the incident ion flux including multi-charged ions. The 
contribution of unionized propellant atoms on sputtering processes is found to be minor (Sommier 
et al. 2005). The function 𝑌 is the sputtering yield (number of atoms sputtered by incident ions) and 
depends on the ion impact energy 𝜀S,H and angle 𝜃S,H. The energy of ions impinging the walls is the 
sum of the ion energy gained in the plasma before the sheath entrance and a supplementary energy 
resulting from the sheath potential drop (see Sect. 2.3). Obviously, for fluid description of ions, 
additional assumption about the ion energy distribution at the sheath entrance must be done. The 
function 𝑌 can be a complex function depending on energy and angle and is most of time split in 
two separated functions: 
 𝑌𝜀S,H, 𝜃S,H = 𝑌y𝜀S,H𝑌Í𝜃S,H, (43) 
 
where 𝑌y  determines the energy dependence at normal incidence and 𝑌Í acts as a correcting factor to 
account for angle incidence effect. There is a large uncertainty associated to the sputtering yield for 
energies of interest in the context of Hall thrusters (between few tens to few hundreds of eV). Most 
of time semi-analytical laws coming from the original work of Yamamura and Tarawa (1996) for 
monoatomic solids are used in which parameters are adjusted to fit measurements of sputtering 
yield at normal incidence for high energy ions. For BN material, measurements are taken from 
works of Garnier et al. (1999) and Yalin et al. (2007). Fig. 22 shows the 𝑌Í and 𝑌y  analytical fitting 
curves in the context of the study of the 6 kW H6 thruster with BN walls. The Yamamura and 
Tarawa formulation have been completed with additional functions based on works of Bohdansky 
(1984) where an additional parameter linked to the sputtering energy threshold 𝑌y,,X	(unknown) 
appears. In sputtering models, under the 𝑌y,,X	limit, 𝑌y = 0. Mikellides and co-workers found that 𝑌y,,X taken in the 25 eV to 50 eV range is a reasonable choice to match measurements at high 
energy (Mikellides et al. 2014a). In the study of the SPT100 with BNSiO2 wall material, Garrigues 
and co-workers have fixed the unknown sputtering energy threshold between 30 and 70 eV 
(Garrigues et al. 2003). 
An extensive review on ion erosion models can be found in Boyd and Falk (2001). 
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Fig. 22 Analytical fitting curves (left) angular, (right) energy dependencies of sputtering yield for BN walls.  𝑓15 and 𝑓25 fitting functions assuming a sputtering energy threshold of 25 eV and 50 eV, respectively (from Mikellides et al. 
2014a). 
 
Appendix 3: Poisson equation solvers 
Usually in HT PIC models the electrostatic approximation is used: the current involved are quite 
low to change the externally imposed magnetic field. The generalized form of Poisson Eq. () which 
can take into account the change of the dielectric permittivity across the boundary between plasma 
channel and lateral dielectric surfaces, takes the following form: ∇ ∙ (𝜖∇𝜙) = −𝜌. (44) 
After discretization it leads to a system of linear equations 𝑨𝜙 = 𝒃 (45) 
where A is a matrix containing the information on the geometry used and of the boundary 
conditions. The latter can be of two types: Dirichelet conditions (fixed electric potential) as at the 
anode and cathode location and Neumann conditions (fixed electric potential derivative) as at the 
outflow in the plume region. In three-dimension model A can be a very large and sparse matrix and 
the direct inversion is a difficult solver option. Relaxation methods can be often applied to 
iteratively find the solution. Nowadays different fast numerical free software package are available 
as Poisson’s equation solver: HYPRE, FISHPACK, SuperLU, PETSc and WSMP. 
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